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Introduet ion

Ä.s this planet enters into the twenty first century the

so called "first world" nations are calling for greater
competition, a decrease in spending by governments in areas

of social concern and seek to ideal ize the cont inuing
s truggl e by the individual to horde capi tal , i . e. , to
incrcase their personal por'¡er over and against the "other,,
through the pr ivate ownership of capi tal. This response to
drvindling resources and otrrer environmental pressures will,
in my mind, increase the insecurity of the individual,
cultures, society and the planet itself. what skolimowski
sets out for us is a different alternative. He asks humanity

to perceive real i ty in a different way. He puts forward a

religious alternative that relies on the rat i onal ly

radicalcompassionate person who per ce i ves the

interdependence between herself ancl the other.

skolimowski rvas born in porand bef ore world war II. It
was during this war that he feIt he must "give witness to the

most noble part of the human condition" (1984: 4). This need

to 'give witness' to what is noble within humanity and life
in a society that seems to have rejected life can be found

throughout hi s wr i t ings .

In the ear I y 1 950 ' s Skol imowski want ed to s tudy
philosophy but because of the 'invasion' of Marxism and

Marxist rhetoric within poland he decided to study



eng:ineeríng at the warsaw Institute of Technology. His love
for philosophy remained and he became drawn to it through a

man by the name of Kotarbinski, an analytical philosopher.
Äfter attaining a M.A. in Logic, whire studying with

Kotarbinski, skol imowski moved to oxford to continue his
studies. It was there that he understood the inadequacies of
analyt i cal phi I osophy. He did so wi th ilre help of popper .

Popper ' s phi I osophy I iberat ed hin from the conf ines of
analytical phi losophy. He also, eventual Iy, felt it necessary
to move beyond Popper and his 'falsification theory' . "one
had to go on to deverop a new phirosophyr ârì alternate
cosmology" (1984: 10).

what skol imorvski intends to do wi th this nerv phi Iosophy
i s to seek meaning through the el iminat ion of the sel f-
de lus i onment , hal f truths o and r i es of modern soci ety. The

problems lie within ilre visions humanity creates, its
philosophies. Thus, Skolimowski wishes to build and implement

a ne$r phi losophy. It is a phi losophy that tries to understand
the individual within a larger framel^¡ork and., therefore, to
answer the question of who that individuat is. SkoI imowski's
interpretat ion of the individual is based on his
interpretat ion of evolut ion. Evolut ion is a creative force
that continues to create both comprexity (individuation) and

interclependence but not homogeneity. This complexity is
necessary for life to exist. It is the diversity of species
tllat allows for the stability within evolution.

ll



It is homogeneity that brings about instabirity. As

skol imowski states whol ism is not a descriptive term but a

way of being. The interdependence of species is the dialogue
that brings forth an understanding of reality as meaningful.
There is a dynamic dialogue that must become real in order
for each of us to understand ourselves and the other as

fundamentally connected and as unique. The individual is not
and isolated measuring stick of all that exists but nor is
the individual meaningless, to be subsumed into the
homogeneous whole. It would seem that the question remains to
be answeled, who am I?

I have written this to answer that question and those
relatecl to it, not in an absorute sense but in a way that
will ' I hope' move the dialogue from abusive to life-giving.
This movement from an abusive diatogue to a life-giving
dialogue is â movement of percept ion, unrlerstanding, and.,

therefore, a shift in consciousness.

tlt



CTIAPTER ONE



EVOLUTION AND COSMOLOGY

For Bergson . evolution is
an exquisitely creative process.
This was the first step in
I iberating evolution. . .
Teilhard made another step, as he
showed creative evolution to be
all-pervading and leading from
matter to spirit.

Skolimowski, lggB: 126

We have to have the courag'e to
ask what is the meaning of the
universe. What it takes delight
in and what i t abhors. The
universe does not detieht inn just
'being'. It detights in tife. Theuniverse does not del ight in
life. It delights in
consciousness. The universe does
not deI ight in consciousness. I t
del ights in love. I t del iehts in
us reaching the orbit of God.
When the primordial explosion of
I ight becomes New Light in the
shape of God, then the universe
truly del ights.

Skol imowski, lgBg z 727

skol imowski's Eco-phi losophy is bui l t upo' a

concept ion of evolut ion. Evolut ion pervades al I
writing and, therefore. is central to any understanding of
skolimowski. It is not just a scientific theory. Evolution is
a way of understanding, interpreting, and changing reality.
"Evolution is an aspect of our cosmology" (Skol imowski. lgTS:
79). Evolution is the way in which skol imowski perceives
real i ty. It is a reflection of how he views himself, the
world, and the universe. The validity of evolution is found
within a certain world view (l1leltanschauunc). Truth assumes a

certain

of his



valid framework for assessment (1gT5: ?g). All und.erstandings
must be validated within a certain world vlew.
Philosophically speaking, evolution is that framework.

Skol imowski goes on to state that evolution is a moral
category (1975: 80). It is a moral category because of its
ability to answer questions of purpose and meaning. Evolution
answe''s these questions not in an absolute way but in a

meaningful wâvr in an eschatological sense. If evolution is
the central pi I lar of Skot imowski 's Eco-theology then i t must

attempt to answer questions of the meaning and purpose of
life, it must not shy away from such questions. Evolution,
for skol imowski, connects the physical, biological, and the
spiritual. It places them together within a wi<Ier f ramework.
wicken points out that "alr meaning depends on some kind of
part whole relationship... it must be one in which the parts
are invested with relational identities by their
participation in a more complex reality" (1gBg: 1sg).

Any thorough-going metaphysical reconstruction must findsome answers to the deepest problems that have alwaysfascinated and troubled the human mind - and there arethe problems of human destiny, a direrma which isultimately religious in nature.
(Skolimowski, lgBB: 125)

once evolution has been seen to be a moral category and

as the central pillar to a cosmology, there can now be

nothing prior to "the whole of evolution" for the'whole'has
become the valid framework (skorimorvski, 1gB1:73). This new

cosmology precipitates a new understanding of the universe,
of humans, and of values. This new cosmology Skolimowski



calls Evolutionary Telos. "we are approaching a new cycle,
or to put it into more fashionable termse â new paradign of
understanding which, when it is complete, will render us a

new cosmos" (skolimowski, 1986: 465). The mind forms a new

understanding of the cosmos. The universe and the mind

interact in a meaningfur way for there is no universe
independent of us. This chapter is not about epistemorogy,
but cosmology and evorution, the Evorutionary teIos. But any

cosmology must take into account the fundamental role of the
mind and, therefore, epistemorogy. when the "comprexity of
the ontological order (the order of rearity) becomes

unmanageabl. e, the mind 's impr i f i es ' real i ty by impos ing on i t
a new order" (stolimowski, rgB6: 463). This new simplicity
must address the spiritual questions r the questions of
meaning. TIlis is a nerv cosmology, a new perspective and thus
a fundamental change in perception.

The,{nthropic Princiol e

I think we are norv in a period where we can afford toacknowledge simultaneously the divinity of man andman's essentiar freedom. Moreover: wê can craim thatwe acqui re freedom by increas ing the spi r i tuar i tywithin us we actualíze our humanity by becomingsacred in the process of evolution.
(Skolimowski, 19TB: 3B)

It is the evolutionary process of matter becoming divine
that pl aces humans as the crowning achi evement of the
evolutionary process. Humans have the ability to manifest the
sacred. "The universe is as it is because it is meant to



generate intelligent life
(Skolimowski, 1gB9: 6).

between humans and nature

evolution. Humans are both

(1959: 169).

the universe is home for man"

Teilhard states that the dichotomy

is resolved in the movement of
physical and transcendent beings

The process of matter becoming sacred and the universe
which is considered a home for humankind are closery
connected. The purpose of ilre universe is to create spiritual
matter. In order for the universe to do so the universe must

create life, consciousness, and then self consciousness.
Humans are self conscious beings. This is not to be taken as

a statement of arrogance or of dominance. This uniqueness is
not the result of 20th century humans but that of evolution.
ecological evolution.

The actualization of freedom and liberation comes about

not in detachment from this evolutionary process of becoming

sacred but in that evolutionar.y task. The cosmos and the
human being are not antitheticar but rather the cosmos is as

it is because humans are in it. Thus skolimowski writes. "the
problem of alienation is not predominantly a social one, a.s

Marx envisaged. It is predominantry a conceptual and

cosmological one" (skolimoivski, 1gB5: 64). Humans belong, the

universe is their home. The universe that is understood as

home is not devoicl of meaning and value but is railrer f ul I of
meaning. Kohak wants to recover such a perception of the

universe so that humans might again experience a I iving,



purposeful nature. A "physis which humans can recognize as

kin and in which they can feel at home" (1gg4: 12).

conf I i ct wi th the cosmos r rìâtur e, the ear th has ar i s en

because of a pathological world view. In order to bridge this
chasm and regain the perception that the world is home for
humans Skolimowski has developed this evolutionary cosmotogy

in which "the moral law is a part of the cosmic law; the

human order is a part of the cosmic ord.er; human justice is a

part of the universal justice, the human meaning is a part of
the universal meaning" (skolimowski, 1gg5: 65). This
understanding, that humans are apart of the cosmic process,
creates a unity between humanity and nature. This is the
substance of the stateruent made by the world commission on

Environment and Developrnent (WCED).

Yet it is not enough to broaden the range of economicvariables taken into account. Sustainability requiresviews of human needs and werl-being that incorporate
such non-economic variables as education anrl hãalthenjoyed for their own sake, clean air and water., and.the protection of natural beauty.

(1987: 53)

Skol imowski is trying to establ ish a new cosmology based

on evolution. It is a cosmology that is not only able to give
a constructive answer to the environmental destruction of our

day but al so br ing humans back into a uni ty wi th ilre
universe. Humani ty's uniqueness stems not from their
separation from the universe but is f<¡und in relation to this
new cosmology. Humans are the crowning achievement of the
universe (skolimowski, 1gB1: 74). Because humans are



embedded in the "natural geometry of I i fe" ( skol imowski .

1989: 3) there is also a moral imperative. In a very
simplistic understanding it demands from us this, that we

become the custodians of the whole of evorution.
our uniqueness does not stem from being separated fromall nor from being the measure of all in our own right,as traditional humanists have maintained, but fronrbeholding the most precious characteristics worked outby life at large, from being the custodians of thetreasures of evolution.

(Skol imowski, 1gB1: TS)

lVith this unity comes an intuitive bond with the universe,
witli nature. This intuitive response to nature is there
because humans were al l , at one t ime, "nursed and

condi t i oned, shaped and det ermined by natural g.eome try',
(skolimowski, 1989: B). lllithin this natural geometry there
exi s ts the process by whi ch and through whi ch al l l i fe has

been formed.

To dissolve in the primordial matrix of Iife - this issanity,
To enter the communion witrt the såapes which spel I outThe organic Iife - this js silent joy.
To lose oneself in the forns soaked in the subslance ofIife - this is a fundamental renewal.

(Skolimowski, 1989: 3)

This new perspect ive enabres us to 'see' the

responsibility that lies within it. Responsibility remains a

moral category because no description of an ecosystem can

make one responsible for it (skotimowski, 1g84 z 4T). The

devel opment of a percept ion of uni ty between nature and

humanity is of vital importance. A dichotomy between hunans



and nature "is not only false but

(McHale & Mchale, lgTB: 116).

dangerous ly ni s l eading"

The New Imperative

Human values, within this evorutionary cosmorogy, are
evolut ion centered. skol imorvski r ight iy warns us that one

needs to be careful when one states that values are evolution
centered because much will depend on the meaning attached to
the term evolution (1gsl: T6). Bookchin, for example, has

argued that natural evolut ion is marked by cooperat ion,
purpose' creativity, and diversity as opposed to the
conception of evolution as cruel, blind, and dominating (a"
intervi ewed by schulman, 1 gBs ) . skol imowski has argued that
humans are a product of and have also been a participatory
element within the process of evolution. If he conceives
evolution "as a humanization and spiritualization of
primordial matters, then the meaning of evolution in human

terms spells out the meaning of human values" (1g81: ?6). In
situating human values within evolution it means that our
politics' our tactics for living, our values must be situated
within life at large (Skolimowski, Lgï7: 321).

This knowledge is essentiar for survival because manmust bring himself into conformity with nature if hewants to exist as part of nature's unity, and must fithis demands to nature's availability.
( Skol imowski , LgT7: SZZ)

one begins to understand that one's conception of the

cosmos (cosmology), the concept of knowledge (epistemology

and methodology), and the code of behaviour (ethics and



tact i cs for
justify each

spells out a

epistemology,

living.

I iving) are t inked

other (Skol imowski

new cosmology one

a nerv ethi cal

together, they support and

, L97T: 322). Thus, when one

is also giving rise to a new

system, and new tactics for

A PatholoEical CosmoloE-v

The cosmology, which now governs the way in which we

tllink and act, has as its starting point, if one can carl it
that, two interdependent conceptions. There is the conception
of a reductionist science and â red.uctionist concept of
progress (skolimowski, lg74l. z4g).1vhat this new cosmology is
trying to replace is this dominant cosmology.

From its inception science has been much more than thepursuit of truth. The burning of Giordano Bruno in 1600and the trial of Galileo in 1633 mark the appearance ofscience as an ideology...
( Skol imowski , LgTZ :435 )

Modern science, in its inception, was idolized as the
great I iberator. It would t¡e the ideology that would I iberate
us from an oppressive, a decaying, dogmatic civilization. The

'Holy Inquisition' wâs aware of this: that science would

uncì.ercut the church's own ideology and thus i ts power. so

when Gal i leo was on triar, science \{as on triar . . , Butone may imagine that science could be put on trial forqui te a different reason and in qui te di fferentcircumstances. Might it not be the case that in thecourse of timer science itself became a bondage,restraining and suffocat ing us as peopl e, as acivi lization?
(Skolimowski, L97Z: 435)



Brecht, in his notes prefacing his play The Life of Gal i leo,
states that Gal i leo "enriched astronomy and physics by

simultaneously robbing them of their social importance"
(1963: 9-10). To establish his point Brecht uses the
example of the atomic bomb. It is both a technical and

social phenomenon. I t is also "the classical end-product of
IGalileo's] contribution and his failure to society" (1g63:

10). The implication is that Galileo's position within the
trial has robbed science of its eilrical base. In this
understanding the question asked by skotimowski is certainly
a useful one fol' the modern age. It is usefut if for no other
reason than to reassess ilre role and the purpose of science
wi thin soci ety. sci ence and. progress are I inked together
since humans have pursued knowleclge. Skolimowski states that
the most important thing to remember about science is that in
order for it to exist it must grow. If it stops growing it
would not be science The end of scientific progress is the
end of science (1967: 64). progress is imbe<l<ted wiilrin ilre
structure of science.

Franci s Bacon was one of the pr incipal thinkers to shi f t
the concept of progress within knowledge from that of wisdom

"to the instrumental conception of knowledge as power',

(Skolimowski, Lg74: 54). This view is echoed by Wilkinson
where he states that Bacon wanted to establ i sh the
progression of gaining knorvledge from nature in order to have

power over natur e ( I 980: 133 ) .



Sir I. Newton, himself, was not only a physicist but
also a theologian. From arr of his writing only those of the
empiricist tradition have been selected. What was considered
important were those ü¡ritings which supported the empiricist
tradition. In 168? Newton's philosophiae natura/is pr incipia
mathemaúica was published. This mechanistic mod.el of reality
took hold in the lBth century. The universe was perceived,
metaphorically, as a clock. The universe was perceived as a

machine. Not only was the universe conceptuar ized as a

machine but humans were also conceptualized as machines. This
was expressed in La Mettrie's treatise L,Homme machine in
1747 (Skolimowski, lg7a: 55). Kohak is right, I think, in
suggesting that in the preoccupation with seeing the universe
and all therein as machines there is the danger of losing
something very important. For Kohak it is the ability to see

the universe and all therein as morat (1g84: x)"
Skol imowski recognizes this movement of science from the

pursuit of knowledge to a reduced conception of knowledge as

pon'er in mechanizedr rtrâterialistic terms. The cosmos, humans,

and all that exists is to be thought of as material.
mechanistic, and quantif iable.

This conception of reality as purely physical,
cosmos is quantifiable and is a machine and only
prompted a certain type of technology. This

technology tr i ed to I iberate humani ty by producing

contribute to our material standard of living.

that the

a machine,

type of

goods that

Wi thin a

10



reduced cosmology this is the onry justif iable liberation.
For skolimowski this is onry true if one believes it to be

true, for as stated earlier one's cosmorogy: êpistemology,
methodology and ethics are rinked together. In a mechanized

cosmos how else can one define progress except in a material,
quantifiable way. This reductionist way of conceptualizing
science is not the only way of understanding science but it
is this dogmatic understanding ilrat still dominates our
concept ion of leal i ty. For skol imowski there are three dogmas

that are fundamental in maintaining this cosmological world
vielv, this type of science. They are the dogma of reason.
f ¡-eedom, and egal i tarianism.

The dogma of reason is notrring else but the aclherence to anârrow mechanistic philosophy which confines the world tothe universe of pliysics. within this restricted universereason has been m¿rrf e a cutt ing eclge and a crushing toolwhich cuts (or crushes) everyilring to fit it into themechanistic paradigm of ilre world.
(Skolimowski, 19TB: 34)

There are a number of furilrer assumptions that lie behind
this type of reason. At this point in our history economic

security has become the clominant form of security which we

humans seek. when human secur i ty no ronger res ides in a

belief of God the anchor for humanity's security became

economic. "Tlìus we moved the center of our psychologicai,
existential, a'nd our spiritual security into the economic

realm" (skol imorvski , 19?B: 35 ) . The I^JCED report I inks

stress.security and ins ecur i ty to environmental
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"Envilonmental stress is both a cause and an effect of
politicai tension and military conflict" (1gBT: zg0). The

report goes on to state that the relationship between

environmental stress, poverty, and security are effected by

development poticies, internat ional economi c trends.
inequality within societies, ancr population pressures (1gB?:

290). The reduction of security to mere economic growth has

not decreased insecurity but has caused an increase in
insecur i ty" Further to the unclerstanding that secur i ty is
purely economic in nature is the assumption that reality is
'perfectly'knorvable. There is no mysteryr rro creative act of
tr¿rnscendence, as a matter of fact there is no transcenclence
at al l. There can be nothing beyond ilre purely phys i ca1

reality which lies all aroun<I us and the quantitativc
measures for this mechanistic world (skolimowski, 1g?B: 3b).

By the l9th century humans had become consumerist in
their behavioural orientationand pragmatic ancl technical in
terms of their thinking. "l{hat we h¿rd gainerl in precisiorr
and efficiency we seemed to have lost in vision; and in the
process we havt: curiously thinned the substance of our

reason" (skolimowski, 1gB0:157). In traditional cultu¡.es it
was and to some extent still is the society that governs the
economics, that gives direction and meaning to economics. In
weste'n culture it is economics that has overshadowed

cuI ture, " in a sense eaten i t up, and become i tsel f the
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cul tural paradigm" ( skor irnowski , 1gB0: 157 ) . Meaning and
real i ty have become a mere i I lusion of their former selves.
The ideology of consumerism has become our eschatorogy.
wi thin this ideorosy humans have become aggressive, serfish,
utilitarian and individuaristic. wiili the domain of our
eschatology redefined in terms of materiar progress,
otherwise known as consumerism, there can be no meaning
without such f uif i i lment. Theref ore, when our ecc¡nomic grorvth
is in jeoparcly we a.e wi r r ing to do what ever is necessary to
cont inue gt'owth, and tva'' is one of thesc possibi I i ties. Let
us not pretend that such a perceived need as the maximization
of profit does not also need. a nar'orv view of efficiency. rn
the universe of reduced reason, a ,.eason reduced. to
rationalizing economic growth, efficiency must be re¿uced to
"the criteria of prof it" (skolimorvski, 1gB0: 1sg) which, of
course' is to ultimately maximize profit. Let us also not be

so naive as to assume that ilris vision had no influence on

those thinkers of the lgth century. "western economic systems
may be the only exampres of pure sociar Darlvinisur in
action" (Skolimowski, 1gB0: lSg).

In skol imowski's unclersta'cring of current economic
st'.uctures, it is these economic structures that are at ilre
center of our 'consciousness determining ai I the oilrer areas
of existence. wrrile skolimowski wourd ¡naintain that such a

statement inay be too sirnplistic some basic facts wourrl
remain,
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namely' that both capital ism and marxism see real ity inbasical ly economi c and physi cal terms; both treat natureand reason in a mechanistic fashion; both deny thetranscendental destiny of marì; and parad.oxicairy end upcompeting with each other in terms of industriaiefficiency - the pursuit of which abysmally narrowsmân's stature and tragi cal ly impoverishes hi se:<istent ial universe.

our economic thinking is as good as our cosnology
whi ch or iginat es our economi cs . our cosmo r ogy i s aboutthe gods we are preparecl to worship. we havã worsrripedthe God Economics and it has given us material prenty.But he is unable to give us the meaning of rife. Henceour existential drama. And hence the drama of ourrationality which, in ilre cause of a mistaken logos,has shrunk our being.

(1980: 160)

wismer and Pell, two economic deveropmeirt workers iiving in
Ontario, conte¡rd that our economic system is based on

consumption and waste. It is a 'd.isposal' society. This type
of society not only threatens the world's resources it also
makes it more difficult to be satisfied (19g1: 3g). physical
survival is necessary but meaningless when considered in
isolation. Schumacher states illat economics has moved to the
center of publ ic concern were economic performa*ce, growth,
and expans ion have become an "obsession" of al I modern
soci et i es ( 1 973: 34 ) . The movement to ma:<imize prof it is
fragmentary in nature for it fails to take into account other
real aspects of life.

Äs I have stated above the domina't cosmology is trrat of
a mechani zed cosmos which has developed a quantitative
science and technolog)'. Skol im.wsl<i addresses this underlying
pltilosophy that has "shrurrk our being", wltich has causetl this
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cosmological at ienation.

In Sk<¡limowski's articre phirosophy and values
ModeI for Peace, he wants to

7n the

form of

no room

attempt to show that specific phirosophies, which weaccepted and pursued as a society ancl curture (that iswestern culture), have created a value vacuum among ourmidst; and also that they have created the condition ofunenlightenment that makes our minds dim, and does notenable us !o distinguish wiilr sufficient crarity what iswh¿rt; specifically what are our main resporsibilitiesvis a vis the human famiry, vis â vis otÀer beings, andlast but not least, vis a vis ourselves.
(Skolimowski, lgBS: 60)

The dominant philosophy since the lTth century has been

empiricism of which David Humer parhaps r gives the most
succinct expressi<¡n in ,rn Inquiry concerning Human

understanding (Skolimowski, lgBs: 61). He states that if any

writing does not contain "absolute reasoning concerning
quant i ty or number " and i f i t d.oes not contain any

exper imental reasoning concerning mat t er of fact existence,
then "cornmit it to the flames". Witliin this understanding
there is no room for that which expresses any

aesthetics, art, poetry, fiction, or etltics. There is
for the human spi r i t .

Empiri.cism

in the 19th

I ogÍ cal pos i

somet ime cal

Russel ) (Skol

the center

gave rise to the posi tions of Comte (bcginning

century) , Mach ( end of the lgth century) , and

tivism of the 20th century ( these positivists
themselves logical empiricists like Bertrand

imowski, 1985: 61 ) . In ilre

f or a netv phi I osophy tha t

1920's Vienna became

was to be cal I ed
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analytical. This group of vienna philosophers became known as

the vi enna ci rcl e. They were mainly sci ent i s ts by profess ion
who engaged in the search for truth by working to reduce all
knowl edge and al I meaningful propos i t i ons of human l anguage

to logical, physical propositions. They used observation to
determine what w¿ìs truthf ul or meaningf ul and, ilreref ore,
they considerecl only ""mpirically verifiabte statements as

meaningf ul; al I others are meaningless, save tautorogies,,
(skolimowski, 1gB5: 61). This recluction of meaning, states
skol imowski , has I eacl to a par t i cul ar "numbness of vâ.rue,, , a

moral vacuum, whe.e intrinsic values are no longer of
concern. K<¡hal<, I ike Skol imowski , seeJ<s to "rerf iscover ttrat
moral sense of life, too easiry rost amid the seeming

absurdity of our artifacts" (1gB¡l: xiii). It is consumerism
that is the substi tute for this numbness. some might argue
that the fear associated wiilr trre meaningressness of
existence is clistinct from the probleru of knowledgc rvhich
empiricism so sllccinctly expressetl , Skolimorvski, on ilre oilrer
hand, wants to show tliat trre tivo are connected.

The values indispensabre for a meaningfuI Iife and for ameaningful peace went overboard as the result of ourpursuit of a philoso¡rh¡'which aclulates objectivity, isentranced with the endless analysis of ranguage *.r¿forgets the wholeness of the huinan being; indãe<r forgetsthe human being himself' 
(Skolimowski, lgBs: 62)

Anothe' phi losophy that Skol imorvski r.vants to acldress is
the philosophy of Feasibility. A phil.sophy must not onr¡,
articulate a reunification of tlie human and the cosmos but
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also implement such a reunification. yet such an

impl ementat ion can be s imply reduced to what i s feas ibl e. so

goes the statement 'the vision is great but lets get back to
reality'. There is a hidden value agenda that lies within the
implementation process, the question of 'how to,. often the
vision is subordinated to feasabi I i ty. This plii tosophy of
feasibility Ís, to a large extent, dictated by pragmatism,

i. e. , "what is possibte and implementable immediately, witrr
the existing tools. with existing possibilities"
(skol imowski, lgBs: Gb). This phi losophy is often the servant
of the status quo for it often wishes to change noilring.

A brief reflection wirr inform us that if we arwaystried to do what is feasirrle, pr.àcticar a'cl rearistic,we would still be dwerling in caves, or perhaps evenbeing amoebas
Äfter what we have saidr w€ imnecriatery want to add trratwe do need policies and strategies that are
implementabl e. we don't want to be Don euixotesstruggl ing wi th windmi I ls. on the other handr wê don'tivant to be idiot technicians manipurated by ever newimperatives of advancing technologl,.

(skolirnowski, 1-oB5: 6S)

These ever new imperatives of advarrcing technology a,.e

not only â.ssociated wiilr a myopic culture but a myopic

consciousness. In tlie article Ecological Conscjousness as the

Next stage af Evolution skorimowski begins with â brief
history of the development of consciousness over tlle last six
centur i es through whi ch he traces the movement from a

religious consciousness to a tecrrnological consciousness. ,A.t

the beginning of the articl e he makes two important points.
The first is that human conscÍousness is highly structured,
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i.e., "we do not have a consciousness as such, but rather we

live and function within specific modes of consciousness.
These modes a-re culture bound on one level, and species-bound
on another level " (skol imowski , lgBg: l ). This is important
because he wants to malce it crear that consciousness is not
some "shapeless cloud" but rather it is highly structured and

is inf luenced by the cultures one encounters. Skolimorsski
al so makes an important statement in that consciousness is
species bound. This leads to the seconcl point, that "every
form of consciousness is connected wi th, and a mirror image

of, a cosmology by which i t is engendered and which i t
art ículates" (skol imowski , lgBg: 1 ) . This is important
because it draws a direct I ine between the structure of
consciousness and the way one vielvs reality. consciousness

and cosmo I ogy suppor t ancl co-def ine each o the¡. . when

skol imowski states tliat "technology has become a part of the
being of humans" (1g74: 7z), rre is not stating iliat ilrere is
a clilect association between being human ancl , for example, a

chain saw' but rather it refels to the clirection civil ization
wi l l take and thus the direct ion technology wi l t take as a

whole, as a total ph.enomenon. and as related to the way

humans think.

The mechanization of ilre cosrnos did indeed affect the w¿ìy

humans think. This new cosnìology requires a narrow vision of
reason' of knowledge (as objective and pragmatic), the
qltantification of alt phenomena, and the elimination of the
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sacred (skol imowski, lgSg z z). euantification demands

isolation, detachment, and ar ienation which can onry read to
conceptual alienation which in turn leads to psychological
alienation. rvith cosmorogicar mechanization comes the
"worship of physical power, indeed a sense of intoxication
with power, and an obsession with it" (skolimowski, lgBg I z).
Prigogine and stengers echo these same sentiments when they
say that

science (classical) reads to a tragic metaprrysicarchoice. Man has to choose between irr" reâssuring butirrational temptation to seek in nature a guarantee ofhuman values, or a sign pointing to a fundãmentalcorellatedness, and fidelity to a rationality thatisolates him from a silent world.
The echoes of another leitmotiv - domination - mingrewith that of disenchantment...a world liable to controland manipulation. . .A man, a stranger to the world, setshinself up as the master.

(1984: 32)

From this conception arises a consciousness that thinks
in terms of control and manipuration. This is exactly what

20th century technology i s. To think about technology is to
think in terms of control and manipulation, efficiency, and

assertiveness. one does not think about how to love.
"Technology is a vision of rearity - not the use of tools,,
(skol imowski, 19Bg: z) , what provides meaning in our society
is not a sense of what is good, right, or just but rather
consumerism. There is a perceived need for economic growth on

the personal r corporate, governmental, and societal level.
"After we have emptierl the universe of the sacred., of the
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spiritual, of intrinsic values ... what has emerged as a new

eschatology is the drunken pursuit of power and of stupefying
consumption" (skolimowski, lgBg z z). It is such an

eschatology that has alienated humans from who they are, from
the i r es s ence, ancl depr. i vecl them of the i r humani ty. The

debate over the nature of technorogy is a debate over the

future of humani ty, for any plii Iosophy of technorogy must

offer humanity new tactics for living on this earth. This
will demand a humanistic technology. Technology must be

subject to the humanistic imperative. It is the vision of a

nerv cosmology, of a nerv real i ty that wi l l change tlie nature
of technology. The ecological crisis is trying to be solved
within the conceptual framework of lgth century science and

techriology and this wi I I not suf f ice. Thi.s c¡'isis wi I I demand

that humans step outside this antiquatecl cosmology, for i t
wi I I demand of us a new set of conceptual structures. a new

view of knowledge, and a new consciousness.

The current conceptual structure is complex

Skol imowski tries to simpl ify iliis structure. I think his
simplification is adequate for us to see the relationships
ancl types of relationships within this structure.

It is not sufficient to decorate the plesent
quantitative system with some intrinsic human valuesÌ:y rnerely adding on hum¿rn considerations trrere andthere. As long as the quantitative instrumental basisremains unchanged and clr.annels i ts imperative viadescriptive science, via inclustl.iar profit-efficiency-
oriented techn<¡logy, viâ ec<¡nomics geared to continuousgrorvth and free enterprise, the order of things willicnain the same. (Skolimorvski, lg7s: T5)

and
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A nelv cosmology must conceive of knowledge as the ability
to understand and to integrate hurnanity and the worlrf. This
cosmology must also conceive of progress as "the enhancement

of the diversity of ilre human worl<l which is mainly
accomplished by the enlargement of his spirituality"
(Skolimowski, 1gT5: T6).

why is there a universe? so ilrat life might evolve. lvhat

Skol imowski cal ls f or is â.n evorutio¡r centered cosmology. For

it is a cosmology such as trris trrat wirl enabre us to add.ress

the problems of modern society. This cosmorogy cane so

skol imowski bel ieves, address the central quest ions of
humani ty, i . e. , the ques t ions of purpose anrl meaning. current
pliilosophies (empii.icist, analytical, scientific) of western
culture have failed to live up to ilris task. They have failed
to be life-or-iented. This nerv cosmology is connectecl to human

values, to nature, to life.

Evolution is a f ramervork, i t is ân ideology, ancl a

cos¡nology. In the eyes of Skol imorvski , i t is the cont inual
emergence of new 'winclorvs' or sensitivities on the world and

real i ty. A 'windc¡w' huma's shape f or the goocl through sel f
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perfect ibi I i ty, through transcendence and thus by becoming

sacred. This quest for self perfectibility is â meaningful
one' it is a humanizing one, and it is a spiritual one. In
this context being and becoming need to be held together in
"dyna,oic Iìarmony" (skorimowski, 1gB4: g2). To unclerstand the
enìergencc of being wi thin becoming skol irnorvsl<i turns to I lya
Prigogine and Iiis understanding of dissipative structures
(physical structures ttrat ar.e far from equilibrium). From

this Skol inowski develops the concept of evolutionary stress.
"under evolutionary stress, organisms jump to a new higher
o.der or level of o'.ganization. Evolution is not a graduar
process" (skol ilrowski , 1gB4: 119) . "tr{all is an evolving
creature, is a conscious buirding animal, a mind-making
animal,

137).

a sensitivity generating animar" (skotimorvski, 1gg4:

Let us be aware that evorution conceived of as generating
nelv sensitivitiesr âS a process by whicll humans become

sacred, is a pai'fur process because of the pain of
'leaving' . The current cosmology might be eas)¡ for some to
leave behind but f or ilre rna jori ty in the west it wi l l be a

painfui experience. There is no doubt that a conceptual and a

practical reconstruction ivill be painful for all. But these
st¡'uctures are to be left fol'a reason, so ilrat the process
of transcendence mâJ; continue.
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Transcendence is the key to the understanding of thedialectics and harmony of evolution; thus "rrolutionholds the key to understanding ourselves. To be, in anevolutionary sense, is to continual ly transcend.
(Skolimowski, 1984: 43)

Evolution and the Sacrerl

It is only when humans come to the universe wiilr an

attitude of reverence, seeing the universe as sacred,that
humans become sacred. There is a fundamental participation of
consciousness in the format ion of real i ty. Skol imowski echoes

Mircea Bliade's words when he states that "the sacred is an

element of the structure of consciousness, not a stage in the

history of consciousness" (skolimowski, lgBg: B). For Elia<le,
though' evolution was seelì as the "chaotic and dangerous flux
of things, their fortui tous, meaningless appearences ancl

disappearences" (1977: i ). For skol iniorvski evolution is not
about the mearìingless passâge ancl transf ormation of mat t.ei r

though which the inorganic and the organic pass. Evolution is
not chaotic but has ordel.. It is a pass¿ìge f ro¡n one stage to
the next and it has an eschatology. This telos d.oes not I ie
outside the natural world, the cosrnos, but is the reason f or

the cosmos.

lvitl¡in this pelspective, evolution has sh<¡rvn us that
can no longer bel ieve in paradise lost" (skolimorvski,

5). while the'sacred is not a passage point ilirough
humans travel, the conception of trrc sacred must

ttlve

1985:

which

also
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evolve. our times have religious longings which are to bring
back wholeness, to heal ourselves. This is what a cosmology

based on evolution can do. This cosmology witl demand â new

way of tliinking al¡out religion, God, and spirituality
(Skolimoivski, 1985: B).

Evolution is not only geologicar and biotogical but also
conceptual and theological (Skolimowski, 1985: 10).
conceptual evolution meäns that all knowlerlge is evolving,
that the mind and our conception of reality are changing.

Theological evolution will allorv us to recognize that our

conceptions of God, redenption, and. salvation are

evolut ionary products.

A cosmology l¡ased on evolution is nc¡t only able to
question the pathological philosophies of our day, out of
which ¿Llienation and destruction in the pursuit of power ancl

economic growth have been the product, but is also able to
corìstluct a nel way of thinking. I t reuni tes humans with the

stars and the embers. K<¡hak makes it clear that the human is
"perhaps a stranger in trre worrd of his or{n making, the

human, in his humanity, in his being as a moral subject, is
at home ili a nature rvhich is nt-¡t J.et his, subdue,-l by hin ancl

depersonalized in i ts subjugation" (1gg4 : 74). Evolution
<Iispenses lvith reductionistic ¡:hilosophies and tries to
answer the age old question of hurnanity; what is meaningful?

what is our purpose? trvhet is the sti'ucture of this nerv unity,
this rvhcleness? lvhat is dcailr and t if e? These âre spiritual
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ques t i ons that thi s

SI<ol imowsl<i states

philosophy tries to answer .

I{e can no I onger be r i eve that God i s dead. rve nobel ieve in the ârrogance of secular humanism. welonger believe in the pipe dream of nari,ow mindedscientists and technorogists who have promised ussalvation through matelial gratificatiån.
(Skolimowski, lgBb: 6)

As

longer
no
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EPISTBMOLOGY AND WISDOM

Some readers may rvorry about "how"
to implement the program here
outlined. My answer is: let us
first get our thinking straiSht, for
wi thout that no implementat ion ispossible. Logos is a very subtle and
al I pervading f orm of prâ.xt s .

(skolimowski, 1gB1: viii)
It is only in terms of its values
that one can understand a society's
behaviour. Indeed, if ilre behavioul.
of our industrial society is tending
towards disaster', it is that its
values are aberrant. yet the
examination of values is at present
outside the scope of science.
Indeed, scientists have no means of
examining the val idi ty of ilrose
values which provide a justification
for the work which they themselves
are doing. Like the Light Brigade,
"Their's is not to wonder why;
their's is but to do or d.ie", -clearly an intolerable situation.

(Skol imorvski, 1gT5: g)

Epistemologj'is not a peripheral area
rvhen all the 'real' work h¿rs been rli:rie,

the implementation of a. 'new rvay of living'. Skolimowski
understands epistemorogy to be so important th¿Lt i t is the
subject wliich occupies the first chapter of his book Eco-
Philosophy: Designing New T¿tctics Fot' Living. I t must be

remembered that epistemology, cosrììology, and. ethics codefine
each other, theïefore, epistemology canriot br: unclerstood as

from the others. I t shoulcl also be stated that the
knowl edge, and real i ty codef ine each other

i s lvhat we knoly through

to be glanced at

¡r t the conc I us i on of

isolated

mind,

(Skolimoiyski, 1986: 454). Tlie cosmos
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what the mind can conceive. so this discussion takes place
in remembrance of these relat ionships.

The Current Scientif ic Epistemolosv

one of the fundamental distinctions that the current
dominant epistemology makes is the distinction between

knowledge and values. This distinction playecl ân integral
par t in the founding of the concept i on of the uni verse
perceived as a machine and "the elimination of such elements
of our knowl edge as di sagreed wi th that mechani st i c vi ew,

including intrinsic values" (skolimoivski, 1gB1: 1). These

intrinsic values were' to a rarge extent, repraced by

instrumental values. This lead to what Skolimoi.vski calls the
Instrumental Imperative.

There is a clear relationship betiveen our picture of theworld - conceived of às a huge factorVr within theconf ines of which physical knowledge Lnables us tounde¡'stand tliis f actory ancl ¡nanipulate it, and ourgrowing attachment tc¡ instrumental vaLues, through rvhichwe manipulate the world, otrrer people and ourserves.
(Skolimowski, 1gT0: 13)

I t is when human kno'l ecrge has been reduced to ilre
unive.se of physical knowleclge that there is nothing for us

to anchor our exi stence upon . our onry anchor is ouì
iirdividualism and this is the ackrrowledgernent <¡f nothing
beyoncl thc incliviclual, an indiviclual degraded to a

meclranistic physical existence (skolimowski, 1gT0 z rz), This,
lucki ly, is not the last wortlr râther we are justif iecl by our
exis tencc among <lthe:'s, às steivards of love and comp¿ìssion.
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only in the most myopic perspective does rife becomemeaningful by virtue of being used as a meâns tosomething whose value is in turn solelJ instrumental.
The infinite instrumental regression which the nineteenthcentury regarded as progress is coming to appearincreasingly as the "rat race".

(Kohak, 1984: I0j.)
there is value in existence itself and not in its

rise of instrumental values there has been a

intrinsic values. Ä,s factual knowledge (knowledge

conceived as the power to manipulate) increases, intrinsic
values decrease. There is a negative correlation. physical

knowledge has developed at the expense of human values
(skolimowski, lg?s: B). The growing importance of the
physical sciences has come at t.he expense of trarlitional
values. one can see tliis happening in trre deveroping wor rd

and the type of aid they receive and want fro¡n the first
world. This need not be sor that is, that the negative
correlation is not necessar.y. yct historically, such has been

the case. TIiis negative correlation is linked to the rise of
a certain cosmology. "Ivalue] has a justification in the

stlucture of our conprellension" (skolimowski, 1gT5: g). Brown

makes the same point in ilre area of pliysics in the
unders tanding of the two ways to understand l ight: as a

particle or a wave. He s tates that "a particular concept of
real i ty is val id only in a r imi tecr clomain" ( 1grg: z0g) .

For Kohak,

use.

Wi th the

decr eas e in

So

what is the link betiveen our values and knolledge? "l{e
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still consider varues as detached from our worrd viewr âS

kind of a pr i vat e donain, almos t independ.ent of the
vicissitudes of society and civilization" (skorimowski, 19?0:
10). values are rooted. in cosmorogy, ilre two ar.e inseparabry
locked together. The mind ' imposes' order upon rear i ty at
times when human knowredge has become overry comprex. The
mind creates a nerr rogos, a nerv cosmorogy. This is such a

t ime, when ilre oId order is ge L t ing cumbersome and
destructive. Ä, new cosmorogy is coming and Skor imowski states
that i t wi I I be evolutionary in nature ( 1gg6: 464 ) .

rn br-ief, the history of western civirization is thehistory of -growing comp].exi ty, as represented by trreontological process of becoming, wrriärr, tro*",r""1 i"punctuated by the inf usion of simprici ty, wrrereúy ilremind, by imposing a new order on reality organizäs itin a nelv and simplified ivay'(skorirno*"ti, 
lggs: 465)

skol imowski's statement is close to what Eddington saicr. ,,The

mind, the weaver of ilrusion, is arso the onry guarantor of
real i ty that real i ty is always to be sought at the base of
illusion" (as found in WiIber, 1gB4: 1_o1).

I{istoricalposi t ions

skolimowski has cristinguisrred four. basic historicar
positions when asking ilre question of the rerationsrrip
betlveen knowl edge and val ues .

1) The first position is that of crassicar Antiquity, in
particular the position of plato. He held that knowredge and
value where to be hercr together. He berieved,,in the unity of
truth, goodness ¿¡rd beauty. tf i thin ¡i s universe values ancr
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knowledge were two aspects of the

value-free and no values can

knowledge" (Skol imowski, 1gB1 | Z).

z) The second position can be found in ilre Middle Ages.
Here, knowl edge and values are fused together but values
dominate any search for knowledge of the ontological order,
i. e. , knowledge serves the dominant values (dogmatic values)
f ounded by the Church (Skol imowski, 1,981 .. Z).
3) The third position is exempl ified by Kant (r720-1g04),
Kant sepàrated the two and yet did not give supremacy to
either. saw Newtonian physics governing the physicar
universe but there was à separate rearm for the human. I{e

would not allow this determÍnistic physical universe to
subordinate that autonomy of humans. This is expressed in his
statement " that stâriy heavens above you and the moral law
wi thin" (Skol imowski , lgBl: 3 ) . Kant is referring to ilre
Newtonian concept ion of the universe r the universe as a

machine devoid of freedom, and morality and to the moral
uni verse wi thin humani ty. Thi s I at er uni verse rs separate
from the physical universe.

4) In the fourth position skolimowski has grouped classical
empiricism and its recent extensions, those being lgth
century positivism and z0th century logical empiricism. Like
posi tion three, there is a separation of knowledge and values
but, unlike that earlier position: süpreme importance is
attached to pliysical knowledge ancr, therefore, values are of

same thing; no knowledge is

be regarded as void of
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tittle use and are to

(stotimowski, lgBl: g).
be relegated to the individual

The corrnection betrveen the scientific revolution of the

17th century and this fourilr posi tion is intimate. when

Francis Bacon announced that 'knowledge is power' he helped

to ushere in a new ideology trrat insisted on a knoivledge

that is useful not in terms of a language that would invoke a

sense of the sacrecL but in terms of the control and use of
nature. Cayley observed that Bacon feit that the relationship
betrveen humani ty and nature would bind nature "to your

service and make her your slàve" (1gs5: s). These early
visions of Galileo, Bacon, Nervton, DescaLtes, etc. have given
risc to larger doct¡'ines wliich maintain a'positive feedback

loop'. TIieir visions of reality controlecl what thei¡.
territory was and what lvas legitim¡Lte a'<l what rvas

illegitimate knotvledge within these bounclaries (stotimowski,
1Í181: +). The 16ili and 1Tili centurics ivere not homogeneous in
tlieir thought but thcse peopre ¡nentioned above clid want a

knc¡wledge which, "Iiberatecl fl-<;¡n ihe tethers of medieval

theology' was unequivocal ly marcrring toward.s tl.uth and

f actual knowledge" (Skol jnorvsl<i. 1g?1: 54). This ner¡r

ideology, this new way of ilrinking, took hold in the lBth
century. under the scrutiny of suclr people as voltaire,
Didel'ot. and D'Àlembert this icreorogy became popular because

they "were not so much or igi¡lal phi losophers as great
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popularizêrs" (Skolimowski, lg74:
others sucir as Condi I lac, Condorcet,

macle their French visions of the

credos. These credos

55). These Frenchmen (and

Laplace, and La Mettrie)

enl ight enment uni versal

we=r both liberating (from the teilrers of the antiquatedreligious world view) and at the same time ominouslyconstraining for they paved the way to a vulgarmaterialism, shallow positivism and the anniñi lation ofvalues in the nineteenilr century.
(Skolimorvski, 1gB1: B)

From the latter half of the lBth century the process of
acqui r ing thi s type of knowl ecrge r âs power , control , and

manipulat ion' was associated wi th the process of becoming

human. "Mân is a product of his knowledge" (skol imowski.
1974: 64).

The Loss of VaIues

The nineteenth century marks trre triumph of scie¡rce andan unpt'ecedented expansion of the scientific world vieiv.The àggi-essive assertion of positivism anil rnaterialism,of which Marxism rvas a part; of scientific ¡.ationality
gLntl technological efficiency; r¡f an âge ofindustrialism, which, aras, tur'ed out to be ilre àge ofenvironmental devastation, all pointed towards a bravenew ivorld in which traditional (intrinsic) values wereconsigned to I imbo.

(Skotimowski, 1981: B)

In the nineteenth centur¡' science ancl reiigion were in
icleological combat because the;, vielvcd. ihe rsorld in dìfíeri:nt
wa.i'-s. "It was an eschatological battle, for what was at stake
we¡'e the 'end.s'of man's rife" (skolimowski, 1gB1: g).

Traditional values Ivere being eroded betrveen the continued
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alliå'nce of empiricismr science, and progress. This alriance
proclai¡ned that the utilital'ian doci¡'ine was the cornerstone
of all action including human action. It was proclaimed to be

the cornerstone of ethics which was dominated by the
principle of 'the greatest goocl f or the greatest number, . As

Skolimowsl<i points out, there seems to be no conf lict between
this principle and traditional values for there is no

rejection of tradi tional values themselves. But the
def ini t i on of ' the good' was thought as the gr eat es t quant i ty
of material goods for trre rargest number of peopre
(skolimowski, 1981: g). utilitarianism had become the
justification for the empi¡'ir:ist age of the nineteenth
century. The instrumental use of the utilita¡.ian ethic may

seem like a minor point but it does srrow the rapid rise to
dominance of empiricism within the western worrd and its
rvi l l ingness to redef ine al I ili.rt might chal l enge i ts
author i ty.

Nihilism and scientism...overtly preached ilre gospel ofscience, enshrinecl facts as deitiãs, and condeÃne.t arrproducts of the human spi.it âs 'meaningress' o,-reactionary.
(Skot iirrowski, lgSi: 10)

The ulania fo¡'continuous economic grolvth (mistakenly
identified ivith prog.ess), trre *roh'ined mode ofthinking called cost-r¡enefit anarysis (mistakenly
idcntif ied as the most val id meilrôdology), strenirousattempts to oper'ationarize arr aspects of humanexistence (mistakenly calle<I the irationalization' 

<¡flife) are all part and parcer of ilre s&me prrirosoph;-.
(Stolimowski, 1gg1: 11)

In the 20ttr centuryr thinking i* ter¡rs of reason and

progress r which were meant to be the I iberation from
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oppression and exploitation,.has become the cornerstones of
oppression and exploitation. This begs the question of why

reason did not intervene, why i t could not 'see' the
dest¡'uct ion and al ienation of such a phi losophy.

why has the bel i ef in reason J¡ecome an un*arranted.
dogma? Because it has become ân intellectual and alsomoral straight jacket, because trre bel ief in reason has
become a blind faith, because so often in our thinkingand argument we are int imidated and brorv beaten by theaI leged supremacy of reason, which is nothing elsË butthe adherence to a narrow mechanistic philosãphy whichconfines the world to the universe of physics... wiilrinthis restricted universe reason rras been mad.e a cuttingand crushing tool whi ch cuts (or crushes ) ever.ything tof it it into the mechanistic paradigm of the *o"td.

(Skolimorvski, 19?B: 34)

Knowl edge has been I imi ted to such a mechanistic
understanding and, therefore, anytrring that does not fit that
paradigm is left by the wayside. For ilrose on

path' there is no creativity within the lvorld or

the universe, there

conceptualization

this 'true

ourselves 
o

is nothing

is not

itself.

there is no mystery in

transcendent. There is no of being and

becoming, of sornetliing createcl or. creative, for everything is
a thingr ârì it, a machinc. This, humans lealize ,

right. But what can one do but argue against reason

Let us be reassured that Skol imoi;ski is nof. against reasorr or

science as such but against such a reason and a science that
cannot see its own dogmatism a;rd its need to move beyond

this, to ¡'ealize that science must must also evolve.

In the 19th century knowledge ivas no longel linkecl to ilre
Ìrunan being but hacl bccome mere information, a .1 evalued



I anguage that coul d no I onger invoke a sense of the
sacred. This knowledge of the lgth century \¡/as to make

humans free but it has not done so. Humans thought that to be

truly free they would have to give up transcendence,
rel igion, and God. Humans no longer wanted to be a srave to
the dogma of the church of the clay, so they chose the freedom
of sci ence o.'oer the ens lavement of the Medi eval church not
realizing that they ha<l c¡.eated another. slave owner who

despised the spiritual aspirations of humanity (skolimowski,
1 978: 38 ) . Humans are now I i ving wi th ilre offspr ing of ilre
19th centürvr hunans have enslaved themselves. Meaning can

only be f ound in a mechani s t i c unive¡. se. I{e aning has then
been def ined as economic grorvth and ilris is the only real
meaning that can be found outside of the individual. Thus our
economy must grow at âny cost. The knowledge that is
proclaimed as freeing us is one of bondage, suffocating
people, societ¡', and civi lization.

The Reconstruction

Something happened between 1700 and 1g00. we dividedman into halves. we sepâratecl man's knolvledge froln hisessence, from his values, from his transcendentalconcerns. Knowledge became isolated, put into a specialcontainer cal l ed the brain. . . There i s- no I onger tîreunit¡' of man and his knolvledge.

This alienation has lecl

(Stot imowski o 1gB1: 13-14)

to what Skol imowski has cal I ed
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conceptual al i enat i on, where there was a process of
isolation, abstraction, and objectification of all phenomena.

This led to human alienation. Humans were situatecl in a vast
mechanical universe in which the knowledge they possessed had

nothing to do with who they were. To begin the reconciliation
"we have to rcal ize that ilre state of one's knoivledge is an

important charactelistic of the state of one's being"
(Skol imowski, 1981: 14).

There is a crisis in scientific rationality today, i.e.,
its lack of mol'al courage. Hubner states that the fundamental
problem (crisis) lies in the relationship between ilre type of
rationality that is expounded ancl the self-concept of the

human being (1983 z 294). This is nearly the same crisis that
Kohak perceives. Hubner states that the emphasis placed on

such a ra t ional i ty has become an en<I in i tsel f ancl in thi s

lies humanity's greatness and humanities weakness (1g83:

224).

A decline in the confidence of sciencc is taking placc on

trvc fronts: 1) science as a purely cognitive, intellectual,
and independent enterpr i se; z) sci e¡rce as a usef ul anrl

progressive enterprise. Some night argue that science has

never been a purely cognitive enterp¡.ise, but I am not hel,e

to saJ'that this was or is or was not or is not what science

has tried to be but rather that such a vision of science

seems to be disastrous if not an i I lusion.

science, thought of as a purely interrectual tool to
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discover objective truth, insists that knowledge conform to
"permanent inexorable laws. It must be made absolutely
emphat i c that the meaning and jus t i f i cat ion for the progress
of science here depend on trre acceptance of eternal truths
and of immutable laws" (Skol imorvski, Ig71: 6Z). Since the
second half of the 1gilr century probrems have cropped up

within classical science with the dawning of thermodynamics,

the theory of relativity, quantum mechanics, the uncertainty
principle, etc. Science would now have a hard time existing
as an enterprise which seeks to understand and establ ish
these immutable lalvs. To wrrat end d.oes science progress? what

is the purpose of science? At tltis point Skolinlorvski Iurns to
Ka¡'1 Popper who drelv upon the epistemological conclusions of
Einstein's theories, that is, "rìo knowlerlge is absolute, that
al I laws âre temporary ancr revokabre, transient and

tentat ive" (skol imowski , 1g?4: 62 ). Thus, to understand
science as progressing towards some eternal truth and

immutable Iaw is undermined. The vast majori ty of scientists
have not accepted this conclusion.

Popper advanced the idea that the scientific community

can no Ionger seek these ultimate truths but should be

satisfied with approximating truth. yet, this conception of
progress has 

.its 
problems, that is, to find a better

appr<¡ximation and a more âcccptable trutt¡. "AlI in aIl, the
present pltilosophy of science is in a sor.ry state because ilre
traditional cognitive framewor.k for justifying the validity
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of scientific enterprises (and its progress) is
trouble" (Skolimowski, 1g?4: 64).

In serlous

Thomas Kuhn, in his book The structure of scien tific
Revolutions, seems to indicate that scientific problems are
problems not related to a particular cosmology or society but
are problems strictly for science. This, states skolimowski,
cannot be right, for problems emerge in the intersection of
humans and the reality a person perceives.

The problems man investigates are a part of his Iife. apart of his world viewr ärì activity he considers
humanly important. In order to understand man'sproblems we must understand mân's view of the world
and his conceptions about himself in the world., we mustunderstand his overal I cosmology and his ou"".i Ieschatology.

(Skol imowski , lg7 4: 66 )

Hubner might again be useful to underscore Skot imowski's
point. He states that there is no scientific truth without
interpretation so there can be no eternal truth which one can

point to. "There is, however, that kind of truth and ilrat
kind of historical experience which is formulated on the
basis of the ever-changing, yet ever - newly - justified

complex of apriori principles that characterizes a particular
time" (Hubner, 1983: 20J).

It is, therefore, quite clear that Íf humans change their
perception of the world, of themselves, their epistemology

wi I I change. when I speak of humans, with particular
reference to epistemology, I am speaking of the mind and Sor

in a sense ' the mind , real i ty, and epistemorogy co-define
each other.
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Popper's major work concerning epistemology is contained
in a book entitled Conjecfures and Refutations which was

publ ished in 1963. The mind, in popper's epistemology, is
creative, for where erse could conjectures come from,
certainly not a passive mind. popper states that the "answer
to the questions 'How do you know? what is the source and

basis of your assertion? lVhat observations have led you to
it?' would be: 'r do not know: my assertion ü/as merely a

guess" (1-o63: 27). In the end, he states that "Truth is
beyond human authority" (1g63: g0). popper clearly rejects
the method of induct ion, that is, that observat ion can I ead

to knowledge, truth. one can never justify a theory trrrough
observat ion. one can only ref ute a trreory through the use of
observations (1963: sz). on ilre oilrer hand, the worrd, for
tlie logical empiricists Iike Carnap, was to conform to the
structures of thei' propositions. To secu'e reri¿Lbre
knowledge the logical empiricists focused on the structure of
that knowledge and so stated that when one h¿rs the right
logi cal structures one has acqui red rel iabl e object ive
knorvledge (skolimowski, 1gB6: 455). As Skolimowski states,
the mind fo. these empiricists is passive, once ilre mind has

created and defined these rogical structures the mind is seen

as a mirror¡ rêflecting the world as it can now be formed
wi thin these logical structures (1g86: 4SS).

Popper, in declaring the unattainabitity of ultimate,
objective truth¡ did not reject the conception of objective
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truth. The mind is active wi thin the search for this truth.
one sti I I formulates conjectures, for there must be some kind
of organi z ing pr incipl e for al I the st imul i that one

experiences. Here one can see Kant at work within the mind of
Popper.

In Popper's book The Logi c of sci ent i f i c Di scover:ye he

demonstrated the importance of the creative mind. popper is
mainly concerned wi th how scientific knowledge grows and is
acquired. skolimowski asks a very similar question but it may

l¡e considered broader, more encompassing. The question
relates to the nature of knowledge itself. science enabl.ed us

to articulate, to make expl ici t, and to formulate the
conception of human knowledge. Thus, states Skolimowski,
sci ence became the paradigm of al l knowl edge. sci ence

provided the yardstick by which humans measure the content of
knowledge. science (reason) is, therefore, at the core of all
knowledge (Skolimowski, 1g6T: 63). Skolimowski says this
because he feels that science enabred us to distinguish
between fantasy and genuine knowledge.

The question of ilre natu¡.e of knowledge did incleed

intrigue Popper. He saw genuine knowledge interrvoven in the
evolution of knowledge, in ilre growilr of knowledge. This
growth is of a certain typer âs organizing the stimuli of
experience and then trying to refute these tentative theories
in order to falsify them, to find out where ilrey do not
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conform to observation. Skolimowski concedes that the growth
of science is necessary for it to exist fo¡. if science,,stops
growing it would not be science anymore" (skolimowski, 1g6?:

64). It is here that Popper's influence on Skolimowski can be

found. For Skol imowski, science grows through a permanent

overhaul of sci ent i f i c theor i es .

our rationality, and indeed the foundation ofepistemology, lies in this process of relentlesscriticism rather than in the process of building aninfallible rock bottom of knowledge out of atomic factsand pr opos i t i ons .
what the st¡'ucture was for logical empiricism, thedialectical process of continuous criticism hás b""o^ufor Popper - the cornerstone of rationality and ofepistemological worth.

(Skolimowski, 198G: 4S6-457)

wliat skol imowski finds so refreshing about popper is his
openendedness, his evolution if you I ike. This evolution
within science is necessary for it to exist.

If problems that arise in science were simply confined to
science Kuhn would be right about science being a thing in
and of itself. But it is not. As Skolimowski pointed out,
problems tliat arise within science present themselves lvithin
a larger framer âs humans interact witrr reality. It is
scientific knowledge that has shaped the western conception
of reality, for good or for irr. what skorimowski has

attempted to do wi th the help of others is not to place
science in a ''straight jacket' but rather to see it as an

openended inqui ry.

I now turn to the second vi ew of sci ence, i . e. , as a

useful enterprise. science, in the nineteenth centurvr was

llq
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reduced to the pursuit of knowledge of the physical,
the usefulness of science became associated wi th
(Skolimowski, lg74z T7). The simple statement that
as utility, has been a tool helping human survival,
us progressr shourd be understood as mere d.erusion.
Skol imowski.

and so

utility

science,

helping

cont ends

For how can we justify ilre terribre misery ilrat folrowedthe industrial revorution in Bri tain, when people werechased of f the land and f locked into-dungeoir" ;i-th"nineteenth century factories...How can we justify theperpetuation of slavery in the united statés, so thatthe industry could "progress"?
(Skotimowski, lgTLz 77)

The legacy of Newtonian science in the lgth and z0th
centüryr to be understood primar.ily as material progress,
has had its price. Heirbroner understands the connection
between the reduction of moral ity and material growth (lgT2:
94). Material progress is unabre to satisfy the human spirit
(r9722 160). This growth has not been atl virtuous and right
for even "The Holy Inquisition believed itself to be an

cmbodiment of goodness and virtue" (skot imowski, t974: TB).
Yes, there have been some scientific achievements that have

been 'good' , but skol i¡uowski contencls that the balance is
heavily weighted on the side of destruction when speaking in
t erms of cul tur es , the env i ronment , and the cr eat i on of
certain l ifestyles (Lg74z Tg-Tg). This reduced sense of
knowledge has opened up many choices for humans but it has

also impoverished us. "Let us not be impressed with the
number of options, and lct us see w,hat kincl of options are
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g: iven to uS r and what kind are taken away f rom us,,

( skol imorvski , 797l: B0 ) . l{hat has dimini shed are our
fundamental choices. As skorimowski states, material progress
has 'homoginized'the worrd. one of the characteristics of
evolution has been and continues to be diversification. This
is the essence of life and, therefore, progress is the
process of ever increasing diversity found in the function,
modes of behaviour, and responses of aIt beings.

Some have characterized trrose who criticize the material
conception of progress as anti-rational but as skolimowski
points out "we must take seriously such people as Barry
comm<¡ner wh<¡ sh<¡ws the irrationality of certain seemingly
'rational' forms of behaviour in the pursuit of progress,,
(Skolinorvski, 1974 : BZ).

It should be cIear by nol that skoIimowski co'tends ilrat
science and philosophy must go hand in hancl.

The questions ! how is a given experiment related to thetheory it purports to test? what part of the ilreory isbeing tested? what is being done wiilr a ilreory rvlien thetests disconf irm it? IIow far can one stretch the meaningof concepts in order to accommodate exceptions which areupsetting to the theory? To what extent does ou,.conceptual apparatus determine the nature and content ofthe experiments? What sort of reality d.oes a given
theory purport to describe?,4,11 of these questÍons,
which creative scient ists must often ask, are far irorobeing purely scientific questions. These questions âreformulated not in the language of science. but in ameta-language, and äs such àre metho<lological orpltilosophical questions. No answer can be found in thebody of science proper.

(Skol inowski , 1967: GB-6g)

lVItile "Popper rvas right in sa¡'ing that science has given
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rise to

probl ems

I the important empistemorogicar and ontorogical
modern philosophy" (Skolimowski, 1gT0z 17) fris

frame of reference for addressing the problems was much to
small. For Kant, the probrems of scientific knowlcdge of the
lBth century posed a problem for the place of moral ity and,
for that matter, humans themselves. while Kant held that the
Newtonian b.and of science provided urtimate knowredge, he

asked the question, how courd ilris be so given the
unrel iabi t i ty of ilre senses? "How is it possil¡le that in
spite of the notorious unreliability of our senses the
ph¡'sical laws which are based on sense data are final and

irrevocable?" (skol imowski, 1gT0: 16). Kant answered the
question by stating that the mind. uses fixed categories by
which humans made sense of the physical worlcl. The structure
of the mind held the key to understanding rear i ty, the
ontological order. Real i ty conforms to the structure of the
mincl and not to some ideal f orrn as plato had imagined i t did.
Knowledge is given to us by the structure of ou¡. minds.

Yet, there is the earrier question. If physical knowledge
is ultimate and the universe reall;'is a'machine'where do

human values belong? Kant's solution was to divide the
universe into two separate parts, the moral and the
physical. He real ized ilrat if Newtonian science,s claim is to
universal knowledge then the significance of morâlity wilt
become ins igni f i cant as wi t r humani ty. Hi s response, the
sepâ.rationr orì the moral sidc of the universe was the

al
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categorical imperative which placed humans as an end in
themselves and never as a means to another end. "Äct in such

a way that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or

in the person of another, arways at the same time as an end

and never simply as a means" (Kant, 1gB1: 36). This was, as

Skol imowski points out, an attempt to stop the

instrumentalization of humanity, which Kant could so clearly
see happening.

The sepâration is no longer valid, as has been

Popper and others. Thus, there must be a continued
Iink the mind, knorvledge, morality and cosmology.

shown by

search to

values are not mere intellectuar ornaments which manadds to his existence in order. to adorn it. values arerather the vital arteries which l ink man's biologicalbeing with the variety of his trans-biological
existence. unless there is coherence and uni ty betweenman's life and his values of the cosmos, betwLen hisvalues and his cosmology, he is bound to suffer
frustration, disorientation and al ienation and possibly
deeper mental affl iction.

( Skol imowski , 1 970: b-6 )
The reduction of meaning to mere economic growth and the

reluctance to take up Kant's mo¡'al imperative in light of
social justice has brought about economic inequatity.

Knowledge has been reduced to und.erstanding the physical
universe as ¿. mechanism. TIlis knowledge has not only become

dominant but has rel egated knowl edge of the sacred to
insignificance¡ Meaning can only be found. in the knowledge of
the 'machine' . Thus a growth in knolçl edge impl i es growth in
physical knowledge. Meaning was found in the use of such

knolledge and the only use that such knowledge could give
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humanity was the control and manipulation of nature. Nature
has no intrinsic value, no meaning. Humans arso have no

meaning. There is nothing sacred. For what purpose does one
manipulate nature? The onry purpose possible, to enhance
economic growth. At what expense? one need. not treat the
other with respect. It is a knowledge void of the sacred., of
meaning, that br ings about injus t i ce.

If I do rro! treat you respectfurty as an equar member ofthe human familv, if I do not thi;k that social justice
applies equally to you and me, whv should I bothår totreat you as an equar economicarry? The morar fairure isthus the prime cause of many economic incquities. Theroots of oul I if e go beyond the economi" i.yu"" straishtto the moral core."

(SkoIimowski, 1gg4: 405)

InplicÍt within this call for social justice is Kant's
categorical imperative. Along side the categorical imperative
is AIbert schwei tzer's eilric captured in the phrase
"reverence for Iife" (skorimowski, 1gr0: B). In a universe
that is reduced to a mere machine which asserts i tself over
the individual, society, over biological and human values the
phrase 'reverence for life' is not only a an ethical
principle but also a tactic for living, "rìot only a mo¡,al

category, but also a bio-cosmological one" (skol imowski,
1970: 8).

Reverence for tife is a spi'ituar principre. It ison a deeper'understanding of what the universe isLet us emphasize that at a certain level ofunderstanding we are so struck with the beauty andintricacy of the universe trrat we cannot herp butit reverently. At this level, our deeperunderstanding gives r ise to enl ightenment. Thi senlightenment generates reverence. It may come as

bas ed
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surprÍse to a rational thinker that reverence for lifeis, indeed, a form of understanding.
(Skolimowski, 1984: 40b)

This form of understanding is not found in ilre individual
alone. In order to preserve human sacredness, human beings
and beings in generar, there must be a movement beyond the
self . our society has forgotten this. "There is no basis for
the sanctity of man if man arone is the ultimate reference
for himself" (skolimowski, lgT0: 10). This is a movement to
understand evolut ion as a eosmology.

As has been indicated before, knowredge must grow in
order to exist, it must progress. This is not onry true of
scientific knowledge but of al I knowledge that makes us

human, that al lows us to become sacred. This progress is
achieved through sacrifice. (skor imowski, rg?0: 1g). This
must be so for a conception of progress trrat is a part of our
moral and spiritual heritage. Transcendence is always a leap
beyond the 'issolated' serf, it is alw.ys sacrificial in
nature.

The understanding of transce¡rd.ence for Reinhold Niebuhr
is related to agape. I bring in Niebuhr because of his deep

understanding of the relat ionship between sacrifice and love.
Agape is always sacrificiar in history. The act of love is
not tainted within history. The act is not inadequate. This
sacrificial love is demanded of us for the sake of a

meaningful existence. This sacrificing self finds its meaning

of sacrifice beyond the historicar confines of trre present
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situation. In this way history pârticipates in the order of
spirit measured by f aith (Niebuhr, lg6il: TS). Harland writes
of agape "rt enters into history to be crucified. It is not a

strategy of historical success. Sacrificial love remains
truly sacrif icial. It is relevant to alI history yet it is
not directly applicable as historical strategy" (1g60: 11).

skolimowski, though, thinks that agape can enable history
to progress. This type of progress is a process of perpetual
transcendence. Evorution, in the sense of enabring such an

epistenology that enables transcend.ence, is not antithetical
to divinity. "Darwinian evorution can be seen as a process of
perpetual and increasing transcendence" (skolimowski, 1g?0:
20). If the pursuit of economic growth is assumed to be the
only type of progress that has meaning then, skol imorvski

states' humans will never understand what it means to be

human, to be I ife giving, and to transcend.. To understand
I i fe one has to unders tand evo r ut i on and knowl edge às

processes of transcendence. popper was right when he united
evolution and knowledge but his understancling was limited..

In order to understand Ievolution's] nature, we have togo beyond its molecular structure, and. beyond itslogical reconstruction as merely a scientitic theory; wehave to understand its growilr: its dynamic unfolding,
i ts di aI ect i cs ¡ i ts transformat ions.

The reunification of being,

what Skol imowski wants to

inseparable from people.

Skol irnowski is talking about

(Skolimoruski, 1gT0 z ZZ)

becoming, and knowledge is
bring about. Knowledge is

Scientific knowledge is what

but who sâys science has to be
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devoid of morality and divinity. Knowledge

beings.

"To think correct ly is not merely

characteristic of the brain, (but) a combination of
intellectual and moral power" (Skolimowski, lgBl: 1B). ltrhat

this entails is "a change in the structure of our knowledge
and in the structure of ilre mind" (skolimowski, 1gB1: 1B).
This will leadr so skolimowski hopes, to a reunification of
the value-knowledge sprit. But this kind of thinking is much

more dif f icult than abstract r rrrêchanistic thinking. ,,we have
to change the world around us, and the frame of our minds,
and the structure of our knowledge" (skol imowski, 1gB1: lg)
in order that such word.s as digni ty, f l.ee<rom, f ai th, grace,
and religion are not empty and. meaningless.

The Nerv Mind and New ReaI i tv
I now return to popper for a moment. popper thought that

there was a hard, objective, immutable trutrr, a rearity out
there to whi ch ou'. conj cctures approximate, and by whi ch the
falsifications of ilrose conjectures will bring us closer to
that truth and thus, through refutations, one comes closer to
u¡¡derstanding absolute truilr. Bohm and peat state that
"rather than putting an exclusive emphasis on falsibility, it
may be more appropriate to suggest that science consists of a

two-way movement of confirmation and falsification" (1gBT:

59). They contend that ilre mind that wants to defend its

matters to human

an abstract
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theories to the end can and

be able to risk a change in
'play f alse'.

will do so. Such a mind will not

their consciousness, they will

skolimowski contends ilrat reality is not given to us but
is rather continually created by humans (lgBS: 14). This is a

recognition that humans are not only beholders of reality but
also the makers of rearity. That is to sâvr given different
conjectures there will be a different understanding of
reality and so the narrowness or openness of our conjectures
wiII reflect back as to ilre type of reality one wirr
perceive. This opens up new questions. Skolimolcski
acknowl edges thi s by asking such ques t i ons : of the subt I ety
of subatomic particresi of objectivity; of ,mind.ful,

electronsi of whoreness; of ilre dividing rine between
imagination, which may become real, and the fictitious, which
will never reside in the rear; of the language to be used; of
the extension of trre rear and, therefore, rearity; etc.
(Skolimowski, 1986: 4bg). David Bohn anrl Ilya prigogine are
phi losophers of science who are trying to work out the
impl ications of such an epistemology.

skol imowski talks about real i t¡. as 'cont inual ly
becr¡ming'. when human knowredge no ronger fits within a

current paradigm it is the paradigm that must change or our

knowledge that must change. The change to a new paradigm is
painful , sacr i f i ci al , and so any movement from one paradigm

to another must carry with it compassion, for this is a part
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of reverential thinking. one of the consequences of this nerv

epistemology is tolerance which is a constituent of
compassion; on another level tolerance is the precond,ition of
imagination which is a form of creativity (Skolimowski " lgB6:
461- 482) 

"

within all of üsr ilre ontologicar order and. the
epistemological order interact. when the ontological order
becomes too compl ex the mind wi l r s impl i fy that compl exi ty
and a new order wi I I emerge or what Sko I imowski cal I s a

'new logos on past complexities'.

Lurking behind the reunification of mind and real ity
(truth, if you like) is a new concept of who humans are. of
course there is the realization that ilre mind is no longer
the 'disembodied organ' , but rather humans r âS a whole, are
sensitive beings. Through each new sensitivity (reality,
logos ) humans become sacred, spi r i tual beings ( Skol imoivski ,

1986: 466). The movement from molecules to I ife was made

possible by the creation of sensitivities anrr was, therefore,
a transcendent moment, as was the emergence of coïrsciousness.
There is no more to reality ilren that which one can sense.

we have no idea what so ever what reality could be tikeâs i t is, because always, when we tliink of i t, when webehold i t ( in what ever manner ) real i ty is invar iablypresented to us as it has been transformed by ourcognitive faculties.
(Skolimowski, l9B6: 467-468)

This is not ideal ism, contends skol imowski , which would

deny reality, truth, "for it accounts for all stages of the

real in its evolutionary unfolding" (skolimorvski, lgg6: 468).
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sacred knorvledge lies within reality and, at the same time,
ci'eates the reality rvliich surfounds it. Knowledge and reality
do not lie in separate corners of a room in which a blind
human tries to find either one or the other.

Truth, goodness, love, and beauty are vehi cl es of oursensitivity. They are an outgrowth of our earrier'natural' sensitivities whiãh, through symbolictransformation became instruments of illumination and,fur ther mor e, of sp i r i tual ar t i cul at ion.
(Stotimowski, 1gB4: 2g)

This is the evolutionary transcendental theor.y of the mind
itliich cculd also be carled the ecological conception of the
mind.

Tlie New Imperative

The question has been put forward as to why

seel< to unify values and knowledge? On what

grounded? $/hy should I iltink reverently? Why

evolut ionar¡' logos enabl e one to become

loving, to be responsible?

should one

should values be

should thi s nerv

compàssionate,

It is sad that ilre rogic associatecr with lgth century
science cannot e'abre one to be compassionate and to be

responsible. To ground varues in evorution, in becoming,
takes aruay al l absorutes and makes trre ground on which to
place values virtually impossible to findr or does it?
Responsibility (t deal rvith it because Skolimorvski does) lies
lt'i thin everJ¡ human, in every home, and pervades human

history. why? It is my contcntion that humans have always
sought to be accountabl e to someone, be that respons ibi l i ty
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reduced in

responsibili

epistemology

eschatology.

nature or not.

ty for it drives

it seeks to justi

The new imperat ive demands

itself on behalf of the

fy, its cosüology, and its

Kant thought that the categorical imperative lay wiilrin
the human being, that thi s mor.ar I aw was separat e f rom the

mechanistic laws of the universe. llow can one talk of
morality when the division between the inner wo¡.lcI ancl the
outer world are collapsing? Is morality pure fantâSy¡ giverr

this new epistemological-cosmological unit¡,?
The order we find in the cosmos is neither given to usa priori, no'. is it entirely subjective. Raiher, ord.erâcquires objectivity in the coui.sc of evolution which,through the capaci ty of trre human mind to create or.de r.,affirms itself in st'ucturcs of incieasing complexi t¡,.on the level of l{omo sapiens, evorution pie-di;;;;u, the
human mind to create trans-subjective values, t;establ ish moral codes, to set up social contracts - aswell as to conceive of respoì-rsibility as an irnportantattribute of human existence.

(Skolirnowski, 1gB4: 125)

This is reverential thinking. The tradition¿rl question of
esking 'who am I?' is both a cognitive-epistelnological
question, and a moral question. "orre of the great questions
of rves tern phi tosophy has been: How can rvc secuÌe thc
objectivity of kno*'ledge and the reliabilitt. of morals,,
(skolimowski, 1984: 151). In o¡'cler for this to happen, at
least to establish a founclation for values, humans must

belong ancl not be alienatecl from tlle cosmic ord¿r. Wiiltin thc
evolutionaiy logos the unity and r.cl.iabitit;- of knorvledge

and values is found, ilrat is, by looking at evolution i tself.
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"I{olv the process of becoming molds the

into ne\{' ontological and spiritual forms"
I qa \

varieties of being

(Skolimowski, 1gB4:

It is through evolution that sensitivities were and are
being acquired that enable humans to become moral agents. To

allow morality to'blossom' ilre articulation of that world
vielv must be careful Iy thought through. This is the essence

of articulation, of ranguage, in that it wirr enable us to
become what we ought to beco¡ue. "Tlie truilr is not in the
statement but in the expe¡.ience to wliich it directs us. The

hearer has grasped the truth when he is in turn able to SâJ:
'I sce it, too,' not when he can rcpeat it correctly" (Kohak,

1981: 64). For Kohak, the purpose of words is not to contain
those experiences but to p<;int to them, to envoke them (1gs4:

65 ) . Each of üs r as subjects, must begin to engage in
compasionate reasoning. There is a unit¡, between the reaI,
the t¡'ue ancl thc mcral . Thesc valucs becone leal and âre,
tlierefo¡'e , found rvithin the structure of reality. Morality is
not just found within but without.
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FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY

Harken to the reed-flute, how it
complains, Lamenting i ts banishment
from its home; - "Ever since they
tore me from my osier bed, My
plaintiff notes have moved men and
women to tears, I burst my breast,
striving to give vent to my sighs,
.A.nd to express the pangs of my
yearning for my home. He who abides
far away from his home Is ever
Icnging f or the day he shal I retur.n.

(Rumi, 1975: 1 )

I think we are now in a period where
we can afford to acknorvledge
simultainiously the divinity of man
and man's essential freedom.
Moreover, we can claim that we
acquire freedom by increasing the
spi r i tual i ty wi thin us.

(Skolimowski. 1978: 3B)

Freedom. Responsibilit.v and Divini fv
Freedomr âs understood above, is not,

modern society is built upon. Freed.om,

in these bourgious revolutions

of freedom is to be found. The

in fact, what

as understood withiil
the visions of the French and the American revolution, has

and spirituality. It wasmeant the absence of âccountabi I i ty

that our modern understanding

American revolution certainly
did not mean freedom for ilre brack people of .Àmerica. Freed.om

meant freeclom from aristocratic authority. In this sense

freedom i{as never understoocl in relation to responsibitity
and accountabi I i ty. wi tdins ancl George comment that " the

classical liberal conception of freedom is one of absence of
restraint, of non interference, of freedom from control...'we
take freedom of the individuar or perhaps the family as our

ultimate goal in judging social ârrangeinents "' (lgTs z J74).



For Kant, freedom was the ground upon wlii ch

responsibility, the categorical imperative, rested.. without
freedom there could be no respons ibi I i ty, no respons ibl e

action. The imperative lvas the 'ought' , that which ought to

be done. Kant stated that this imperative was a priori and it
lay outside the physical universe. How could this be

otherwise in a mechanistic universe. The key point being that
Kant saw that freedom and responsibility were linked to each

other. Kant does not overtly invoke a sense of divinity
within this imperativeo at least not in his Grounding lror a

Metaphysics of MoraIs. Rumi took this step. Not only were

freedom and responsibi I ity tied together but they were bound

with divinity. Ät the beginning of the Mathnavi the reed is
longing for a return to its home, the ground upon which its
being rests, that being Gocl. .{ccording to Rumi it is within
divinity that nature and humans find their essential freed.om

and along the path they become responsible (1gTb). The turn
inrvard is a turn outward.

Skol imowski wants to show that freedom; responsibi I i ty
and divinity are linked. Human freedom is founcl in divinity.
In this understanding, freedom is bound with respûnsibility.
In our society we are willing to separate the three from one

another. From this skolimowski draws a conclusion tliat
christians might f ind to be a bitter pill. with the help of a

certain interpretation of the Judeo-christian heritage, our

soci ety seeks a Mess iah that wi I I save us.
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He wi I I redeem. we wai t f or him. we alivays rvai t f oranother to save us. we arways think that salvation,
,spiritual or political, is a public act to be perf órmedby a chosen one. we wait to be saved by someone not byourselves.

Traditional religion may have waned, the idea ofMessiah has not. . . In truth, we have elevated scienceand technology to the role of ilre savior.
(Skolimowski, 19BS t 2L)

our society has left ilre responsibility to ,fix' the
problems of our age to ilre experts. we have given up on

ourselves to be responsibte persons, whole persons.
Skolimowski wants to show that, like Kantr we can accept that
the world is predetermined, a machine to be usedr or we can

accept that the world is creative, evorving, and not
foI lowing some predetermined course.

In my vierv, it is only by accepting the former Iin thiscase the latterl alternative that we can make "ãrr"e ofevolution in human termsi that we can talk aboutresponsibility within an evolutionary framelork; that wecan talk about our wilt and freedom while contri¡utingto the creative process of evolution.
(Skolimowski, 1984: 4B-49)

Responsibi 1i ty is a morar category. I{ow could i t be

otherwise. But Skolimowski adds to ilris. Responsibility
is also a cognitive category because it "is a precondition of
understanding tlie world in its totarity" (1gg4: LzL). This is
also true if rve understand th¿rt to be responsible is also to
be human. Schumacher, in discussing Keynesian economics,

states that economic progress is bui lt on selfishness and

greed. "A man driven by greed or env}'Ioses the power to see

th-ings as they real ly are, of seeing things in their
roundness and who I eness , and hi s very success es become
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fai lures" ( 1974: 25) . The understanding is one of the

connection between perception and the cultivation of certain
values. Tillich also understood the essential relationship
between morality (the courage to be) and und.erstanding the

world when he states that "an und.erstanding: of courage

presupposes an understanding of man and his world. its
structures and values" ( 1952: Z).

Kant would not understand this cognitive category because

he accepted a separation between humanity and the world
(physics ). This Skol imowski has rejected. "The moral order is
a part of the larger cosmic order" (1g84: rzs). There is â

tie betleen the moral Iaw within and the cosmic Iaw without.
Freedom is foundational in a creative cosmos where pure

chance and determanism are no longer tenable. Freedom is a

constituent aspect of evolution. Although freedom is a

constituent aspect of evolution, responsibility is not.
"Responsibility, seen in the larger cosmic plan, is a late
acquisition of evolution" (Skolimowski, 1gB4: 126). It arises
in self consciousness, which is only a recent creation of
evolution. Kohak makes the case that other beings do not need

to become responsibte for they are responsible. "Not animals

only: insects, trees, plants, though much more humbly,

recognize the presence of the world of others and respond to
the cycl e of - the day and niglit and to ilre rhyilrm of the
seasons" (1984: IBS).
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Fr e edom

divinity,

must be.

is not a

for freedom

negat i on of respons ibi I

i s int imat ely connect ed

itv
to

or of

them as i t

Freedom and Nature

The act of being respons ibr e onry arosc wi thin evolut ion
when humanity came upon the scene. Freedom has become one of
the building blocks for responsibility. But can freedom be

found wi thin nature? This quest ion is not addressed

specifically by Skolimowski but the answer is implied by the
statement that evolution is a creative, emergent activity in
which matter becomes spiri t. values aÌe woven into the

structure of evolutionr vâlues that lead towards life.
A challenge to such a view of evorution has been put

forth by J. Monod in his book chance and Necessity. The

cornerstone of this challenge, in my view, is reductionistic
and empiricist. Monod refused to believe in a participatory
universe¡ â. universe of creativity and mystery. For Monod,

meaning and moral ity were not found in nature. Nature is
taxonomic but not teleologicar, there is no great purpose to
life, to evolution. Only humans are meaningful.

The corners tone of the sci ent i f i c method i s thepostulate that nature is objective. In other words, thesystematic denial that "true" knowledge can be got atby interpret ing phenomena in terms of final cau!esthat is to SâVr of "purpose".
(Monod, 1972:. 2l)

That is what skolimoryski continuously renounces. Nature

is not objective. Ä celtain perception has to be placed along
side a certain way of thinking and of valuing.
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I am not saying that we should tolerate values as an
appendage to our objective thinking, but rather that the
integrity and validity of our thinking depends on our
capacity to integrate values into our thinking; and
conversely, on our capaci ty to integrate analytical
thinking into the framework of sustainable values,
In so many traditional societies, the Buddhist
especial ly, there is a clear awareness that right
thinking, and right attitudes lead to right action.

(Skolimowski, 1984: 45)

Thi s ' r ight thinking' i s an outgrowth of evo lut i on and

not of each individual" The promotion of 'right thinking' and

thus r ight act ion, in reference to conservat ion, is not done

through, for example, cost-benefit analysis but through the

promotion of ecological values. Reverential tliinking is an

ecological vaIue.

Aldo Leopold, one of the major influences within ilre

conservation movement in the United States, related ethics to

the lande the Earth, in a reverential way. This land ethic
rvas a way of thinking correctly and a way of acting.

conservation is a state of harmony between man and trre
land. By land is meant all the things onr over, or in
the earth. Harmony with land is like harmony with a
friend; you cannot cherish his right hand and chop off
his left.

(Leopold, 1953: 145)

we shall never achieve harmony with the landr ânv more
than we shall achieve justice and liberty for people. In
these higher aspi rat ions the important thing is not to
achieve but to strive. It is only in mechanical
enterprises that we can expect that early or complete
f rui tion of the ef f ort ivhich we caI I "success".

lVhen we say "striving", we admit at the outset that
the thing we need must grow f ¡'o¡n wi thin. No striving f or
an idea was ever injected whol ly from wi ilrout.

(Leopold, 1953: 155 )
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Leopold's ethi cs rest on this premise of harmony, the

right relationship between al I ilrings, where the individual
is part of a larger whole made up of interdependent parts. It
is f rom this that skol imowsl<i develops an evolut ionary
imperative, for evolution itself is a value (lgg4: 4g). These

evolutionary values humans have known from understanding who

they are. In a sense values are species basedr âs a species
creates new sensitivities to view reality, in that they are
founci in the design of life itself and relationally based.

"The laws of ecology are quaritative and expressed in
teleological terms - the design of life and its purpose must

be taken into account while studying the ecological heritage"
(skolimowski, 1gB9: l5B). what this indicates is that
biological processes (understandings ) are value laden, for
example, the notions of interdependence, symbiosis,
cybernetics, and life itself. For skolimowski, values are

woven into the dynamic structure of evolution.
what is the relationship between value and freedom? It

could be said that evolut ion has valued I ife over death
(destruction) in the course of its progression. The ability
to choose what one does is integral to what one values. The

new sens i t ivi t i es that are opened to vi ew real i ty shape the

values that one gives to ilrat reatity.

while responsibility is a recent phenomenon in the

evolut ion of matter one must say that values are not.
Bvolution is pervaded with values. Transcendence is not
preclestined but bui lt upon previous articulations of
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t rancendence,

proces s .

previous windows that have arisen within the

Responsibi I it.v and Beins

The'dcpth'of understanding one has is related to the

question of being. As stated in chapter two, knowledge is
connected to the state of one's being. I{eidegger talks about

this relationship in his smal I but important essay on The

z'ssence oF Truth. Here truth is undcrstood as the

'unconcealment of being' (r9772 129). Therefore, if one's

knowledge is reduced to understanding real ity as material
then one's being wi I I be reducecì. to such an understanding.

" r t i s through knowl edge that rnan f orms and f ormul at es

himself as a human being. The pursuit of man is the pursuit

of knoivledge" (SkoI imowski , 196?: 73 ). Bcing is r inked to

transcendence in that the state of ones being is related to

the sensitivities one h¿rs a¡¡d rvill have. Drvelling within a

certain context wi I 1 create a certain way of being. This,
skol imowski states, i s ivhen one grasps what i t means to be

interdependent, the "wholeness is...not a description of the

state of 'r"hings, but a description * rather an experience -
of the state of being" (skol imorvski , 1gB4: g3 ) . wholeness is
not an objective understanding of the connection betrveen, for
example, trees and soil erosion, but a state of being. It is
related to the subject, it is existential.
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Being is not a static concept because it is always

connected to becoming, to the language of becoming. AlI of us

fall short of who we ought to be and so ilre language of being

i s always al so the I anguage of becoming, Be ing i s al so

related to the sacred. Right knorvledge is the process by

whi ch humans become human, become ivho they ought to be. Thi s

ought is that state of being whole, transcendent,
reverential, and loving. To be is to dwell in that state of
wholeness, the sacred.

understanding being as ân experience of dwelling within a

unif ietl cosmos makes responsibility an important attribute of
human existence. Being responsible: âs conceived above, is
not solely grounded outside the subject, as something

imposed upon one, but i t al so comes from wi thin that
indiviclual . This does not make responsibi I i ty a sut¡ jective

enterprise. Responsibi I ity is not subjective but is born out

of evolution within the subject. In a Heideggerian sensc,

truth is the unconcealment of being. our being has been

conceal ed too long r wê are no longer abl e to 'see' who we

are. The ought is to reyeal this truth n'hich is groun{ed in
being. This is our imperative, to reveal being within
evolution.

Tillich, states Skolimorvski, is of impor.tance in tcrms of

his conception of being. "The courage to be is an ethical
acl" f or "courage is the af f i¡'mation of one's essential
nature" (Tillich, LgSz: 4-5) which involves unavoidable

sac.i'ifice. Tillich statcs that our existence is "estranged"
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from our essence, that is, from who we truly are or¡ for
Skolimowski, who we truly ought to become. "The way man

actualizes his essential self is through ilre peculiarity of

the structure of his being" (Skolimowski, 1gB5: 3Z).

Ontology is the start ing point to understanding the

nature of humans and the nature of religion. Is such the case

for skol imowski? This could be the case if ontology is
thousht of as becoming in a broader sense (rvi thin evolut ion) .

It could then be the ground upon which to analyze the nature

of religion, it certainly is the ground upon wrrich to

understand human nature and reality itself. The participation

of individual ontology wi thin evolut ion al lows humans to
understand evolution in totality because of its participation

in the whol e. I t is through evolut ion that trancendence and

spirituality are understood.

In the final analysis, it is within our being that humans

become responsible and not through an objective description.
The mere descript ion of an ecosystem, for instance, wi I I not

make us responsible for it. Neither can responsibility be a

mere appendage to such an objcctive analysis. our analysis of

any ecosystem must come fl.om our being wltere there is found à

uni ty of analytical knorvledge and care, responsibi t ity, and

val ues .

Evolution is becoming which continually explodes into
being. In the very idea of being, which comes into
existence through the articulation of becoming,
the f ind the unclerlying ob jectivi ty f or both morals and
knowl edge.

(Skolimowski, 1984: 154)
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Of Freewill and Vision

Skol imorvski has stated that freedom and responsibi I i ty
âre tied together. our cosmologies are an articulation of
vision and wi I I (Skol imowski, lg8g z T) and as such must I ie
witliin the realm of responsibility and freedom. yet a vision
is a deeper articulation that lies within us all.

The process of justification and rationarization is aposteriori. Before it begins another process must occur.
From the hidden springs of our inspiration, from the
deeper reservoir of our values and ultimate visions,
there comes an insight informing us that we shourd do
something because it is good and worth doing. It is this
vision, arriving from hidden springs of our intui tion,
that provides the potence and creative substance within
whi ch or on top of whi ch rat i onal i ty and rat i onal mod.es
can be applied.

(skolimowski, 1989: BG)

vision is also linked to imagination, for "original
thinking must pi'ecede rationalization" (skol imowski, lggg:
B6 ) Humans have to al loiv themsel ves the f r.eedom of

imagination. The assumption being that creativity is tied
with freedom not rational ization.

Tlre ability to simply criticize

vision. Critical analysis alone

crises that dominate our society.

is an atrophy of vision. Because

become cyni cal , tltey take diugs,

(Skol imowski, 1989: B8). yet to

enough. Just any old vision will
quite clearly

takes no imagination, no

will not relieve us of the

"What plagues society most

there is no vision, people

then explode wi th violence"

simply have a vision is not

not do. Bohm and Peat state
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that we are, indeed, free to construct knowlecige and the
world as we desire"..We cânnot impose any worldview we
like and hope that it will work. The cycle of perception
and action cannot be maintained in a totally arbitrary
fashion unless we collude to suppress the things we
do not wish to see while, at the same time, trying to
maintain, at alI costs, the things that we desire most
in our image of the world. Clearly the cost of
suppolting such a false vision of reality must
eventually be paid.

(1987: 57)

The articulation of the vision is to be done responsibly,
within being. "As man is so he 'sees"'. vision is crosely
linked with reality, with creating nerv sensitivities, within
the process of

This I inkage

important for

(Skolimowski,

â.s r ever ent i al

â universe.

sensitivities

becoming sacred.

between reality, wilI,

"cosmologies are a matter of

1989: 7). The universe, real

if humans have the capacÍty

and vision is

will and vision"

i ty, i s unders tood

to visualize such

T^

will

articulatc and thus develop these

enabl e humans to dwel I in a state of
grace "To the divine mind. the cosmos is divine"
(Skolimowski, 1989: B). To articulate this new vision, to

become what humans ought to be, is not a process void of

suffering. To change human consciousness will l¡ring about

pain. This rvi l l require a radical change in consciousness

and, therefole, behaviour. Revolutions of the past 200 years

have, in general, f ai lecl to change our consciousness and.,

therefore, our.behaviour tolvards others and nature. Tþey have

f ai I ed the vi tal task of any revolut ion, that of tlle

e'¿olution of consciousness. It is in the process of changing

the indivicLual's consciousness and existence that I iberation
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can exist. Liberation theology has yet to be judged from such

a standpoint as does the Ne¡v physics. It is my hope that they
wilt accomplish such a change. The ecological crisis that
confronts us demands such a change. The struggle to become

must take place on an individual level, for it is not only a

struggle without, i t is also â struggle within.

The CouraEe To Be Responsibte

It will be difficult for any individual to become

responsible. Responsibility is an attribute, â sensitivity
found within humans. The courage to step forward and d.eclare

that compassion and reverence are essent ial components of
humanity and not dominance, manipulation, and destructive
power wi I I indeed take courage in a time when the latter
st i I I dominatcs our consciousness. courage should not be

blind to the vision.

Skolimowski, though, makes us aware of the connection
between coura.ge and a meaningful existence.

l{hy should you have courage? Because you âre human. whatshould you have courage for? For living life as anauthentic being - not an automaton, manipulated bysocial dictates or bÍological urges, but as a freã agent
who makes painful choices to express the futlness of his
human condi t ion.

Take away courage and what is left of the humancondition? Take away courage ancl what is left ofhistory? Än empty shell howling in its meaninglessness.
To Iive in the outrageous and impossible timeõ of oursrequires courâser which is a precondition of the beliefin the meaning of life. we cannot Iive by courage alone.But without courage we cannot Iive meaninefutly.

(Skolimowski, lgBg: Bg)

skolimowski has echoed Tillich. "Man's being includes his
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relation to meanings. He is human only by understanding and

shaping real i ty, both his world and himself, according to
meanings and values" (19s2: s0). Because of the sâcrificial
character of 'authentic being', their is a risk involved in
the process to be, there is a psychological security in a

position that may be destructive (Ti I I ich, lgsz: 68). The

participation in existential knowledge is necessary to create
meaning but it is also sacrificial in nature (rillich, lgsz:
124).

Humans must have

out by the fact

dominat ion, that

used to justify a

sacred,

more than courage. This is borne

that courage can be used to justify

is, this is courag:e but a courage that is
reduced sense of meaning, devoid of the

is demonstrated. A hope that the essence of

of humans, is not mechanical, manipulative, but

Humans must have the courage to unvei I being and

becoming. It is through courage that humans can become

authentic, can be who they ought to be. It is courage that
enables us to find meaning in this seemingly meaningless

world. It is courage that enables articulation of such a

vision of the universe, It is courage that will allorv us to
be ourselves in silence and to change the world though deeds.

For Skolimowski hope is the grounding for courage. In spite
of our times humans hope for a divine future and this hope is
of particular importance in a time of scepticism and nihilism
(Skol imowski,

responsil¡ility

the universe,

1985: 34). It i s through hope that
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f ound in reverence' compassion, and responsirri r ity. In
evolutionary cosmology, hope is found in becoming what

ought to be. Hope and responsibirity are not only found
the courâge to be but in the courage to become.

on one level, this modet of courage and vision represents
the phi I osophy of af f i rmat i on ancl empowerment , on another
level - the celebration of rife (skolimowski, lgBg: g1). This
is what must be held togetrrer, ilre ends being the courage to
become more than that which we nory are, and the celebration
of life, the spiritual presence which humans manifest and the
courage to do so. This is a mix between Kant's categorical
Imperative and the evolutionary imperative. Evolution should
not be seen às negating that rvrricrr is arread.y good. trrat
whi ch humans are essent i ar ly and the courage to reveal thi s

but it demands that to be human, humans must have the courage

and the hope to move beyond, to transcend. tliat which humans

essent i al ly ar e to that whi ch ilrey can essent i al ly become.

rn this understanding, skol inor,¡slci d.oes not draw a strict
I ine between essence and exi s t ence, but rather to enabl e
existence to realize its essen.ce and then to transcend this.
This is the mandate of evolution.

In this world alot of us feel unaccept¿lble, inadequate,
and, therefore, we are unabre to think of ourselves as good.

Hov¡ can one have 'the courage to be' when one feels
unacceptable? To this Tillich respond.s, "one could saJ that
the courage to be is the courage to accept oneserf as

an

we

in

.f1
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accepted inspite of being

of acceptance comes from

encounter wi th God, wi th

unacceptable" (1952: 164). This act

beyond the self, âS the fundamental

life.

Grace A,nd Other Thines

Grace, f or skolimorvski, is the "natural endowment" of
every human to see and articulate the sacred.. It is not a

gift from the supernatural rearm. For some the endowment is
greater than in others yet the manifestation of grace within
i s a resul t of one's abi r i ty to 'br ing forth' thi s natural
endownent, to enable it to blossom is our responsibirity
(stolimowski, lgBs: 3B). This responsibility to manifest
grace is of a religious nature. Grace, like responsibility,
is an evolutionary trait of humans. In this sense, grace is
related to one's being, to the condition of one's being.

It is a condition of harmony with the cosmic pran, atleast wi th the f orces which transcend the individ.ualseIf. This condition of wholeness, which we call grace,invariably goes beyond the whoreness of one's indlvidualbeing, beyond the integration lvithin the human person.For grace radiates harmony which is of a cosmic kind...one of the characteristics of grace is that it is a formof love. Grace is arso a form ãf radiance which, Iikehope, enabl es others, wi thin i ts reach, to be moredignif iede rtrore human, croser to their inner selves.
(Skolimowski, 1gB5: 39)

Grace is not the precondition for responsibility but it
is our responsibi I i ty to empower grace wi thin ourselves and

others. The 'cross' one bears d.oes not come f rom ivi thout, i t
is not a burden imposerl from outside of who we âre. Grace and

responsibility are liberating not suffocating. Love is not a

burden but a joy and the responsibility to manifest this love
within us is also liberating.
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In some sense I have come ful I circre as to what is
freeing and I iberating. To be human is to be responsible.
Responsibi lity enlarges our vision, allows us to I ive in a

state of grace, wholeness, and gives us the courage to
celebrate life and become who we ought to be. Humans have yet
to realize this state of grace. we have yet to unveil our

essent ial selves I et alone who we are yet to become. The

responsibility for being and becoming is vested within
humanity. It is we who are the guardians of evolution. the

self perfectibility of humankind.

Grace is often seen as unimportant accept in relat ion to
the salvat ion that one wi I I attain after death. In this
understanding gÌace is not related to the world in which lve

live. within a mechanistic worldview grace is a word that has

I i t t I e or no meaning, no meaning accept maybe for the

individual where it has a purely subjective understanding. If
the universe is a machine, how is grace possible and does it
matter if it is? Skolimowski rvants to reassure us that the

universe is not a machine and grace is possible for this
lvorld. Glace is apart of matter. Responsibility is not
subjective but a way of viewing reality. Responsibitity to
manifest grace is a natural endowment felt by all of usr but

we must have the courage to manifest such grace.

LanEuaEe and Respons ibi t i tv

Language is understood

humans ar t i cul a.t e the i r

by Skolimowski as

cosmology, tlte

a tool by which

sacred, and their
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being. skolimowski does not want to give the impression that

language is an implement but rather a technique by which one,

in a Heideggerian sense, discloses being, meaning (Heidegger,

1977: 307). Language is able to do this because it not only
names 'things' but it also has symbolic significance.

The symbolic function of language also meâïrs its
transcendent function. symbols metamorphose the reality
which they symbolize. If you needle somebodyr yolt don't
need â steel needle; those psychic needles ar3 far more
ruthless and devastating. The world of the human psyche
is the world of symbols, through which we express the
various states of our being.

(Skolimowski, 1984: B0)

Fo¡' Skol imowski the transcendent function of language has

two meanings. In the first case, the symbolic function is
found within human culture, that is, the transformation of
physical rcality into a 'trans-physical' reality. In the

seconcl case transcendence refers to the evolution of the

human species. It reflects the present sensitivities that
humans have acquired and the struggles they are facing and it
articulates that which is emergent, that which is not yet

' real ' , tliat whi ch i s in the process of becoming yet has not

come into existence (Skolimowski,1gg4: g1).

The task of language is to actualize the potential and

the essence of thc proccss of evolution, that is,
articulating the spiritual potential l'ithin us and the cosmos

(Skolimo',rski, 1984: gl). In this sense, language not only
articulates being but is a force by lvhich transcendence is
brought into existence in the process of evolution.
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Language, ther efor e. has a prominant role to play in
bringing about our humanity, our freedom. The type of
langttage humans use is an indication of how human we are and

how human we are to become. In this sense language not only
enables us to be free but also to be responsibte. How so? The

articulation of a world viev¡ is a responsible act. It is
reality creating. when combined with a particular vision, an

ecological vision, it enables freedom. For when humanity is
unclcrstood to be a part of this vast cosmos, where the world
is a home for humans, freedom is found within that particular
world view. In the case of skotimowski, this world view is
evolut ionary in nature and tel eologi cal . Thus a certain
articulation can either enslave us or free üsç make us

responsible, can liberate us or it can shrink our being.

Language is not simply a mirror of real ity and humans

need only to look into that mirror and articulate that which

they see, but rather it is part of the co-creative process by

which freedom and responsibility are manifested.

On Judsement and Anthropocentrism

I star t wi th my central thesis: behave in such â rvay às
to preserve and enhance the unfolding of evolut ion ancl
aIl its riches. Is this an antliropocentric trresis? I
submit it is not, for it has, as its center, rife in all
i ts evolution. Then I show how more moral precepts
fo I I ow from the above:
-behave in such â way as to prcserve and enhance life,
which is a rlecessarJ¡ condition for carrying on evolution.
-behave in such a way as to preserve and enhance the
ecosystem, rvlr.ich is a necessarj¡ condition for further
enhancement of life and consciousness.



-behave in such a way as to preserve and enhance thecapaci ties which in their highest developed form foundin the evolved universe: conseiousness, creativeness,
and compassion.
-behave in such a way as to preser'e and enhance humanlife which is the vessel in whicrr the most precious
achievements of evolution are containerl .

( Sko I imowski , 1 984 : 285-6 )

one of the criticisms that has been levered at
skol imo'ski has been his seeming anthropocentrism. lVhi le some

have argued that any anthropocentrism creates a dichotomy
between humanity and nature, I would have to disagree. while
SkoI imowski is anthropocentric he does not, therefore, state
that nature is meaningless, humanity is ilre 'spirit, wliile
nature is the 'flesh'. These elements âre not found within
hi s wr i t ings and skor imowski deni es sucrr 'pervers ions' .

In the first place, skotim'rvski places humanity wiilrin
life itself, within evolution. In this context, humanity is
not separated from nature, rather humans find themselves
right in the midst of life, of nature, and, therefore, within
the framework of life itself. secondl;., Skolimowski has

detailed, quite specif ical ly, ilrat in order to be f r.ee one

must be responsible, that is, a responsibility that goes

beyond the self, beyond the human species. Respr:nsibility has

ecological consequences (skoI imorvski, lgBg: 160). In ccitain
situations it is appropriate to take ilre life of a ,lesser,

developed beingr €.s. r a mosquito, but this is done from a

different world view. This world view is not built on

separation, atomism.
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life

reverence i nt erdependenc e

symbiosis /'

(SkoI imowski, lgBg: 1Sg)

ït is within this mandara and ilre evorutionary imperative
that one takes rife. wrrere knowredge is no ronger scen as
power' as domination, the abitity to manipulate, and control.
"compassion and empathy should be our guides,, (skolimowski.
1989: 2BB).

Thirdly, as stated above, this new worrd view provides
different values by which our anthropocentrism is understood..
No longer is it to be found in domination but in reverence,
respect, tolerancer compassion, and responsibility. It is an
open dialogue, not a closecl absorute one. These are values
that humanity has come to cherish and not dogmaticalry force
upon others. Judgement, in relation to our anthropocentrism
and as it is founcl within life itself, is not and cannot be

understood under the darkness of dogmatism but in ilre Iight
of openness' and with the rearization that ,I, might have to
change my mind.

Evolution must be taken ser

respect to holv humans value

respons ibi I i ty for themsel ves

right in saying that this wil
survive and more, that is. to

iously. This is true with
and therefore judge and take

and others. Skolimowski may be

I be necessafy for humani ty to

live a meaningful existence,
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On Meaning

Mankind is on the threshold of â new stage in itsdevelopment. we should not only promote the expansion ofits material, scientific, and technicar basis, but, whatis most important, the formation of new value andhumanistic aspirations in human psychology, since wisdomand humaneness are the 'eternar truths' itot make thebasis of humanity. We need new social, moral,
sci ent i f i c, and ecologi cal concepts , whi ch shoulcl bedetermined by new condi t ions in itre t i ru of mankindtoday ancl in the future.

(WCED, 19B7: 3g)

What is called for above is the creation of a meân i ngfu I
nerv social order. But where is this meaning to be f ound?

Skol imowski has stated that responsibi I i ty is imbedded. wi thin
humanity, it is a part of'who we are'. In this sense, what

is meaningful is to do that which makes us human, ilrat which
makes us who we ought to be. This is meâningful liberation.
Responsibility and freedom have been embedded in
frame, for meaning is to be found by placing rvho

within this larger frame. Responsibility ancl freedom are
embedded within a cosmology. For Skol imowski evolution is the
grounding for such a cosmo I ogy. But to f ind some thing
meaningful means that 'r' , 'we' , must find that meaningful.
ït is in re-uniting humanity with ilre world, that is, with
the cosmos, that skot imowski has shown that what i s

meaningful for the cosmos is meaningful for the individual.
Responsibi I ity is species bound and trans-sub jective. ,,we are

Ievolution's] g.uardians and its dwellers; also its stewards,
in the best scnsc of ilre term 'ster,/ard"' (Skolimowski, lggg:
127), we drvell within ilre evolving universe. It is ilris that
provides meaning and responsibility. This view is a religious

a I arger

we are
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view' a spiritual view. Responsibitity and freedom are
spiritual terms and values. Freedom and responsibility are
tied to our human destiny and to meaningful existence. This
is truly a religious quest.
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CTIAPTER FOUR



The world in which we live and inwhich we do our 'study of rel igions'(if it is to be mor" ih.r, collãcting.ld classifying of 'd.ata,' supposin!that we know what we mean by -'ãata')
is different from the world in whichthe logos-theory developed. It is,in fact, another reality. Classicaltheology is ontological ly inadequateto come to terms with this nerv.
man-made real i ty; s imi I ar Iy,ordinarJ¡ language in inadequate toserve as the'ontological horizon'for the kind of theoretical framewhich we need.

(Kl os t ermai er , lgí 6-77 z S5g )

The regenerat ion of our individuallife styles will not be possible andbringing about equity .rrã justice tothe human fami ly extremely di ff i cul tunless we attend to the dóepestquestions that characterize our
exi stence. These questions arereligious in nature. Religion is notan opiate for the masses, it is part
of the scaffolding of our being.(Skolimowski, 19gS: 61-62)

Is religion a necessary part of the being of humanity or
is it something that is no ronger of any value? Thrcughout
the course of history humans have turned to rel igion in
times of despair, ross, suffering, etc. ,,ith the" dawn of the
scientific revolution of the 17th century some felt that
rel igion rvould become or¡solete. The enr ightenment was the
dawn of a ncw consciousness that would liberate humans from
the yoke of archaic values found within the Medieval Church.
Thi s turned out to be faI se, as Skor imowski points out . The
movement from rel igion was seen as a movement towards
fieedom. The hope for l{ar:<. for example, Ìvas the elimination

the

B1

of oppr ess i on that he sarv dur ing the indus t r i ar age of



19th century. For Marx rerigion was the indicator by which to
show that there lvas oppress ion. He f el t that the el irninat ion
of oppression would mean the elimination of religion. The

movement of hi s t ory was a movement towards s ecul ar f r eed.om

and liberation. yet history has given a different answer to
Marx' History has not born out his conclusions. The

consequence of an)' secul ar phi losophy has deni ed us our
humanity and has become what it set out to free us from, that
is, the oppressor. "we no longer believe in the arrogance of
secular humanism: we no Ionger believe in the pipe dreams of
narrow minded scient ists and technologists who have promised
us salvation through material gratification" (skolimowski,
1985: 6 ) . I t is Skol imowski 's idea that only through rel igion
cä.n humani ty become what i t is meant to become, ilrat is,
sacred, spiritual, responsibte, open, and liberating.
Religion is such a structure by which humanity wiII liberate
i tself and at I of nature. "The primary function of rel igion
is to provide a framework for ideals which are inspiring and

sustaining to I ife" (Skol imowski, 1gg1: 108). This is a

symbolic transformation. skotimowski goes on to state that
this symbol ic transformation of real i ty has been no Iess

significant in the ascent of humanized man than theinvention of tools and of language. The role of religionin this symbolic transformation hr" been second to none.Religion transforms reality with a view to making manunselfish and altruistic; it inspires him withtranscendental ideals which help him to live wiilrin thehuman family and help him to reconcire man withhimself.
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Religion,_ultimatery, is an instrument in man's searchfor his identity, his integrity, in his painfulstruggles with himself to ãtt.i'and preserve hishumanity and his spirituality
(Skolimowski, 1gB1: 108)

To answer the question of why turn to rerigion is to say
that rel igion enabres us to be who r{e are and who we shourd
be' ln this sense it herps answer the question of purpose,
the meaning of life, and of wholeness (skorimowski, lg8s: 3).

skolimowski wants to make it crear that a ,return, to
religion is not a return to any traditionar rerigion.
"Traditional rerigions have rost their visions; their
creative substance is exhausted" (skolimowski, lgBs: 3). But
thc rel igious sense of r ife must be maintained for this is
where uI timate meaning resides (srcot imowski , 1gg5: 4).

Kno$,1edEe and Rel isi on

The question of whether or not knowredge is rerated to
the sacred is no longer a val id question f or Skol imoivski but
I do believe ilrat ilre question related to understanding the
relationship between the two is relevant.

The role of knowledge in traditionar cultures sh<¡ws

i tself in their awareness of ilre structure of wholeness.
DevaII and Sessions give the example of a traditional Eskimo
song to demonstrate this type of knowledge.

The great sea
Has sent me adrift
It moves me
,4s the weed in a great river
Earth and the great weather
Move me
Have carried me aylay
'And mave mr ,ïîi¡,l,riäí" with ioy
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Tradi t ional cul tures were and could st i I I be embedded wi thin
'nature's project' for they were (and to some extent sti I I

are) abl e to I ive wi th nature (skor imowski , 1gg3: zs) . This
way of thinking about themselves as a part of a larger whole

is part of the religious heritage of traditional peoples.
Humans did not create I i fe but they have ilre abi I i ty to
destroy or enhance it. In the context of wholeness this will
cal I for a att i tude of reverence; or what Skol imowski has

cal I ed rever ent i al thinking. Thi s i s indeed a new way of
thinking religiously. Skolimowski wants to show that
traditional cosmologies and their religious structures tried
to formulate a system of rules that would endeavour to
maintain an equalibruim between the natural resources and the
demands of that traditional culture (19TT: SZZ).

The relationship betrveen knowtedge and rel igion in
aboriginal societies was interwovcn. They had the abi t ity to
understand the purpose of humanity as a part of a larger
f¡'aue¡ within life itself . They had a sense of wholeness and

as such developed a set of social rules that kept this
understanding, this balance.

Ecological devastation did not just arise at the dawn of
the scientific revolution of the 1?th century culminating in
industrial ized societies but a new 'era' of cì.evastation was

dawning wi th thi s new mindset . Skol imowski has made i t cl ear

that knowledge is important for 'right' behaviour. "Knowledge

is a necessary condition of human behaviour and human

experience" (skolimowski, 1g6?: 6l). scientific knowled.ge
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aI lowed humans to articulate, to manifest, and to form a

concept of human knowledge (skolimowski, 1g6T: 62), without
such knowledge, states skolimowski, knowledge of the world
would "have been submerged in eternal fog" (I-g67: 62). ,{ny

knowl edge that does not relate in any way to our cogni t ive
framework is incomprehensible and is not to be considered as

knowledge (skolimowski, lg6T: 6s). Any form of knowledge must

be meaningful and coherent.

There are two und.erstandings that Skot imowski wants to
make cI ear: that sci ence does not bring about the destruct ion
of human values; that science does not give humanity absolute
truth, certainty, and infallibility (lg6T: 64).

The relation of ptiilosophy to science is clear, that is,
the questions posed by scientists constantly involve
phi losophical issues. Al I of these cogni tive understandings

are, in turn, evolving, "of recognizing that science, and al I

our cognitive products, must be viewed as part of the

evolving film as well" (skolimowski, lggs: l5). Hubner states
this a little bit differently but he is supportive of
Skolimowski. He states "I will begin with the tltesis ilrat it
is a historical situation which decides what the scientific
facts and fundanental principles will be, and not vice versa"
(1983: 108).

The foundation of knowledgc and rerigion is the cosmology

wi tlrin which they reside (skol imowski, lgBs z L2). In

Skol imowski 's understanding evolut ion is that cosmology. This

is evident in his delineation of the relationship betrveen the
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'New Phys i cs ' and the 'New Theo I ogy' . Al I ar e

parts of some larger process of evolution or process of
becomingr so that we can say that human knowledge and
human spi r i tual i ty ( including rel igion and imagãs of
God) are subjects of the same art pervading 

"rõtutionaryflow. l{e have to have the courage of accepting theultimate consequences of the evolutionary perspective.
(Skolimowski, lgBS: 16)

In order to place science within a wholistic perspective
and to, at the same time, become who we are as spiritual
beings, both science and rerigion have to be bound up with
reverential thinking. This is true for religionç âs a

structure that enables transcendence. It is also true for
sci ence o for wi thout i t sci ence wi I I regress into a

reductionist ic understanding. "The extension of the ideal of
social justice for all the world of atl living beings becomes

reverence for- I ife" (skol imowski, 1gB4: 40s). Knowledge must

seek to bring about a whoIeness, enhance ilre humanity within
us and wi thout us. I t must seek to enhance ilre spi r i tual i ty
within and enable us to see the sacred around us.

Reverence for life is a spiritual principle. It is
based upon a deeper understanding of what the universeis about. Let us emphasize that at a certain level ofunderstanding we are so struck with ilre beauty and theintricacy of the universe that we cannot help butbehold it revcrently. At this leveI, our deeþer
unde'standing gives rise to enl ightenment. This
enlightenment generates reverence. It may come as asurprise to a rational thinker that reverence for tifeis, indeed, a form of understanding.

( Skol imowski , 19S4: 405 )

unless we teach and learn that the basi c mod.us operandiof Nature, of Evolution, of human societies issymbiosis, given-take, reciprocity, seeing the unity ofit all, we shall not secure peace via pieõemeal
strategies.

(Skolimowski, 1984: 406)
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ReI igion seeks to enabr e humani ty to transcend i ts
current state of affairs. It seeks to g:ive us values that
will enable us to be whore and to realize who we are within
an evolving: history. In doing so a rer igion ,for our times,
must have within it particurar varuesr vârues that are
related to ecological evolution which will in turn be related
to a certain way of living.

These values need to be articurated for humanity in such a

way that they correspond to those values found in the
universe. There is no arienation if the human being is at
home within this worrd. Ilumanity dwerls in a home, the
universe.

Bcological values are an integrar part of a r ife
sustaining understanding and they should be a part of any new

rel igious structure. The basic values of ecology are,
int erdependence, symbiosis¡ reverencer tesponsibility,
frugal i ty, and compassion (skor imowski , lgBg: rsg-l6r ).
Goldsni th states that the features of a cl imax ecosystem are
"order, teleologyr wholeness, co-operation, stabirity, and

internalized control" (rgBB: 66). Skorimowski, thoug:h,is not
advocating a 'blind transprant' of values but he is ,,rather

maintaining that the impl ementat ion of the laws of the
ecological heritage may be an important step to lasting
peace" (Skol imowski , lggg: 160). These values must reside
within an eschatology orr if you riker ârr urtimate purpose.
ïn this sense values are related to transcending the moment.
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in striving for the sacred (skolimowski, rgB5 | Bz). The mere

doing means nothing, that is, the value of action in
isolat ion has no meaning. varues must be praced in some

larger frame. The urtimate purpose of the human condition
gives these values meaning, it alrows them to be sustaining
in that they sustain the human condition, rife itself. and
thus evolution.

The conception of evolution as a wrroristic category is a

novel conception. The idea of identifying oneserf, as an

individual and a species, wi th evolution and considering it a

necess i ty to do so in a conceptual as wel I as in an
existential way is necessary when evorution is given such a

standing. It is necessary because evolution¡ from such an

understanding, holds the values commonly associated with
religion. Evolution is a unifying perspective, articulating
the human condition and our purpose within rife. It enabres
us to find ourselves. The varues of responsibirity,
frugality' reverence, and self-realization are herd within
thi s purpose.

ReliEion and Cosmolosv

I said at the beginning ilrat r ight peace means theimplementation of right values.-Nowl after closing fultcircle, I am maintaining that right peace means thedevelopment, articuration, and imprementation of a rightcosüology' This rearization may *èish heaviry upon us.(Skolimowski, 1gg5: 66)

"rf rel igion is about wholeness, what is the structure of
the wholeness appropriate for our times?" (skor imowski, rggS:
1 ). Skol imowski has commented. ilrat insti tutionar ized
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religions ' such as christianity and Buddhism, may well have

exhausted their ability to'nourish' humanity. yet religion
itself is not to be thrown out for a vision of wholeness
still needs to be articulated, its structure made explicit.
I t is wi thin this whol eness that ul t imate meaning is found,

Even if one wishes to dissociate oneserf compretery fromtraditional rerigion, and from traditionar cãncepts ofdeitye one has to acknowledge the religious 
"..r*ã ofI ife for without i t r ife is singurarry empty. we havelost the religious sense of lifé within which theul t imat e meaning r es i des .

(Skolimowski, 1gB5: 3-4)
The religious sense of life is about wrroreness, it is

about cosmology. skol imowski 's cosmorogy is the ground for
values and is about wholeness. Evorutionr âs a cosmology, can

now be understood âs a religious structure. It is this
understanding that skol imowski has in mincl when he wrote his
bookl et Eco-Theologyi Towat,d .4 ReI igion ltor our Times, His
eco-philosoph}'r grounded upon evolution, has become an eco-
theology. This is a recognition of the rel igious nature of
life. There is a structure which is life sustaining. There is
a structure which transforms real i ty, There is a structure by

which humans can find ilremselves, find ilreir identity. There
is a structure by which humanity can find unity wiilr the
cosmos. There is a structure trrrougrr which humans can

t¡'anscend themselves and become sacred.

A sustaining picture of the cosmos usuarly sives us anilluminating image of what the human person is in thiscosmos and ilre role he/she prays in its overarr pran.
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Thus we see that neither vagueness nor precision offormulations are factors that count. In the ultimatematters of cosmorogy and human destiny, vagueness is notnecessariry bad and precision is not necessarily good.
(Skolimowski, lggg: 156)

A sustaining structuree â sustaining cosmologye â

sustaining rel igion must not necessari ly be precise or vague
but mus t connect up wi th ä.n understanding of trre human

condition. This tink is necessary. The interconnections
become complex and precision in the articulation of this
complexity may not be as important as the sustainability of
an art i culated view point. As skol imowski states, "Truth is a

subtle and difficult matter. when we look deeper into it. we

real ly do not know what i t is" (lgSg: 1b5_1S6 ) .

Rel iEion and DialoEue

The search for truth is an elusive one and yet the search
must continue. This search is related to the question of the
relationship betrveen dogma and <Iiarogue. skol imowski has made

it quite clear that as dogma decreases dialogue increases and

vice versa. The openness one has to transcend, to see beyond
the narrow confines of one's self or society depend on ones

ability to dialogue.

Truth is not, so f ar as Skol imowski is concernedr €t

dogmat i c s tatement about real i ty. I t would seem ilrat truth is
metaphorical, personal r relational, and meaningful. This does
not make truth sub jective, â.s varues are not. Retigion,
understood as a path towards enlightenment and as a structure
by which we perceive our wholeness (skol imowski, lggb z sz),
is an openended structure not a set of dogmatic statements.
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Heidegger points out that

the essence of truth is not the empty'generality, of an'abstract' ylivelsarity but ¡.ather that which,self-conceal ing, is unique in the unremitting history ofthe disclosure of the 'meaning' of what we "ãtt Beingwhat we for a long time have b"un accustomed toconsidering only as being as a whole. 
(1g?T: 13g)

Such a dialogue of discrosure wirr not just be of words.
If christianity, or any other traditionar rerigion, is to
enter into a diatogue with eco-theorogy it wirr have to
"happen as the result of the creative acts of the living.
Through tlie transformation of our orvn consciousness we shall
I ive the new path" ( skot imowski , rggS: 54 ) , Diarogue i s not
simply an act of finding common ground for the description of
abstract concepts but a transformation of being into
becoming, it is the very foundation upon which any search for
truth is basede upon which any religion is based. It is a

commitment by the individuar involved to enter his/her
being into di alogue. Ti I I i ch und.erstands that ilre indi vidual
will have to answer the question: ,what have they made of
theurselves? In today's worlcl of human artif acts humanity,
states Tillich, has lost a meaningful world and the self that
participates in that meaningful und.erstanding. ,,He has
sacrificed himself to his own productions" (1g52: 13g). yet
humanity knows that ilrey have Iost something important and so

humanity still experiences this "dehuma.nization AS

despair. . . Iand this is a] meaningful attempt to reveal the
meaninglessness of our situation" (Tillich, 1g52: 140).
Tillich understands that one's being must be committed to
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establishing and understanding meaning in the world through
participation.

This type of dialogue is a reversar of our current
concept ion of power. To understand power as the control,
manipulation and domination of that which is around one is
al so to understand truth as dogma. If humani ty chooses the
path of cvolutionr â religious path, then tolerancee
openness and humi I i ty wi I I be ilre accepted concept ion of
power 

' that is, the pou/er to transform the individual being.
Truth is indeed a subtle and unknown power.

Rel iEion and Evolution

I have earlier referred to Skolimowski's understanding of
four types of evolution, ilrose being: geologicat (associated
wi th Lyel l ); biological (associate d with Darrvin); conceptual
(associated with popper); ancr theological (skolimowski, lgBS:

10 ) . A rclat ionship between evolut ion and ilreolcgy is not new

for people such as peacocke (19?1), Teilhard de chardin
(1959) and others have d.one so " yet, a deeper discussion has

become necessary if religion is, in my mind, to continue to
be a viable option. To make evolution a cosmological and thus
a religious conception there needs to be the d.evelopment of a

whole conceptual framework deal ing wi th the interrelate<I
areas of a cosmology.

To begin the discussion of the

r e I igi on and evo I ut i on Sko I imowsk i

considers the important aspects of

relationship bet¡veen

touches upon that which he

Tei lhard's evolut ionary
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vision, those of "complexity,
(1984: 46).

love, Iand the] Omega point"

Evolution occurs through increasing complexity oforganisms and systems. Complexity in time breedsconsciousness. There is thus this extraordinary bindwhich could be-carred comprexity/consciousness. The roreof complexity in the unfording ãr the evolutionarypanorama is most remarkabre. on the one rever, it is amere description of the degree of organization ofmatter; on another level (that of 
"orr"ciousness andself-consciousness) it is a creative principre of thetransformat ion of less knowing-systems irrto evermoreknowing intelligent systems' 

(skorimowsrci, 1gB4: 46)
Skolimowski goes on to state that "cornplexity is, then, this
process which makes the actual out of the potential. More
than this: it even creates the potentiar" (rgg4: 47),

In terms of the concept of love, SkoI imowski contends
that it, I ike consciousness. is an emergent qual i ty born from
evolution (19S4¡ 4B). The reason for thi s unders tanding i s
that skolimowski does not believe tllat love and conscrousness
are latent in all that exists, in all matter.
the case then he would claim that there is no

develop and evolution woulcl , tltel.efore, become a

If such were

freedom to

trivial

Vitalistprocess.

s choo I

ln this understanding he rejects both the
of biology and the mechanistic understanding.

Skol imowski also rejects any form of dual ism such as the
relativistic dualism Needham holds (1g55). Evolution is not a

random process but neither is it pre-ordained, it is a

creative force from which there emerge new specles, new

values, new qualities. It is only from vierving evolution as a

creative process tliat, Skolirnowski betieves, one can talk
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about responsibi I i ty and freedom and. thus rove ( 1gB4: 4g) .

The 'omega Point' is the destiny or purpose found within
evolut ion. For Tei Ihard, this point was conceived of as both
personal and universal. where tine and space become

'humanized', for both the personar and the universar ,,grow in
the same direction and culminate simultaneousry in each
other" (1959: 260). skolimowski considers evolution to be an

'arrow' in which there is a 'one way, flow of time. There is
no return to the old christian doctrines, to the 'Garden of
Eden' (Skolimowski, 1gB4: 4g). Skolimowski rejects the idea
that God had or iginar ry made humans ess ent i ar ry per fect and
thus it is only a matter of finding the process by which we

can manifest our perfection. He rather believes that humans

are imperfect with respect to the destiny of evolution. But
the dest iny of humani ty r ies wi thin i ts own hands. ,,God is
spirituality actualizing itserf in us', (skorimowski. 1gB4:
50).

The vierv that evolution moves

rather, that it has a purpose

complexity and love.

towards an end point r or

is related to the concepts of

In terms of comprexity, Skolinowski has stated that
compl exi ty is bound up wi th consciousness. An awareness of
the imperfection of the universe woulcl seem to indicate that
ther e ar e further stages to come. One such stage is
ecological consciousness (skol imowski, lggg: g). There are
certain descriptive values associated with eco-consciousness.

wholistic,These are: evolutionary, participatory,
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qualitative, spiritual, and reverential (skolimowski, lggg:
5). This step in evolution is yet another step towards 'self
perfectibility', that is, towards the omega point. Humans are

unfinished: Spiritual beings.

The evolutionary plan of serf-perfectibility is not a

selfish desire for power but railrer i t is the purpose of
life. It demands responsibirity on the part of the individual
to transcend the self. Salvation rests not in a force outside
of each individual but it rests upon each one of us. To be

responsible is to be on the path of self-perfectibility, of
self-transcendence (SkoIimowski, lgBS Zq\.

This process of self-perfectibility is a humanizing
process. The spiritual quest is a quest of self-
transcendence. Spirituality, in ilris understanding, is not a

glance back into the past but a I ife sustaining practice of
self-perfection.

spirituality is a vessel within which the most importantcharacteristics of human beings as humans are contained,and through which they are perpetuated, spirituality isa safeguard of not only the sanctity of tlre that weconsider sacred, but also of the very life itself.
(Skol imowski, 1gB5 z ZS)

Skol imowski has I inked spi r i tual i ty with self-
pelfectibility. Spirituality is what gives meaning to life in
that it links human actions wiilr ilre purpose of evolution
through the stages of evolution. It is an ontological state
for i t is an expression of the human condi t ion (skcI imowski.

1985: 26).

This evolutionary movement is both an

inward moyement. This movement must occur

outward and

in order for

an

us to
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exist,

between

human.

in order for

evolution,

us to be human.

Spirituality (seI

The I ink has been made

f-perfection), and being

Rel iEion and Consciousness

The rise of ecological consciousness through the process

of evolution is a unique event. unique in that it is a new

quality. lVhile the evolution of consciousness is an

historical movement, that is, it is rooted in historyr
consciousness also determines history. In terms of
christianity, the ecological consciousness has interpreted it
in a different light and this interpretation is not a

movement backward but a movement forward towards the end

point of evolution, self perfectibility. schrodinger believed
that "we are...at the moment in grave danger of missing the
'path to perfection"' (1967 | 124). He stated that science can

no longer remain si lent, i ts eilri cal ground. wi I I need to be

re-established and to do this care will be needed (lg6T).
In this sense the movement of consciousness is a religious

movement because such a consciousness promises I iberat ion
from the current cr i ses humani ty now faces . whol i sm i s the
first step in this movement towards riberation, i.e.,
liberation from the oppressive technological consciousness of
modern societ¡y' (Stolimowski, lgBg: 4). For Heidegger,
technology need not be the oppressive for it need not be

understood as a mere meâns, " technology is a way of
reveal ing" (19TT: 295). Technology, understood as reveal ing
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truth, Stands not as a charrenge to the naturar worrd.
Fleidegger states that the type of technology that does not
chal I eng'e means that there i s a need ,,to take care of and
maintain" (1977 : Zg6 ) . Could i t be that in today,s soci ety
the human need to reveal trre truth has become obscured., the
revealing process has become destructive ilrrough the use of
destructive technology? It is important to be reminded that
liberation is not simpry a liberation from the oppression
that lies outside of us but is a liberation within, it is a

new consciousness

'f act' . There

consciousness.

1S

It is an understanding and not simply a

meaning connect ed wi th thi s new

The healthy and complete human person is a micro_universe whicli is whol istic and quar itative - there canbe no doubt. The human being rvho s*år." rneaning beyondthe triviality of consumption is on some spirituar paththere can be no doubt òith"". The quest for meaning isa spiritual quest.
(SkoIimowski, lgBg: 5)

This new consciousness is part of a vast new whore which
seeks to understand the human co'dition in its relatio' to
the cosmos. Let us remember what skor imolvski said about the
relationship between the mind and the cosmos.

To the divine mincr the cosmos is divine. To the crassmind the cosmos is crass. To the monkey,s mind thecosmos is monkey-rike. These propositions must b; takenwith all seriousness. For it is the mind which rulesover the unruly cosmos. !{rratever ord.er we have f ound inthe universe, it is one whicri the mind'as invented.
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Mircea El iade is exactly right when he says that thesacred is an element of the structure of consciousness,not a stage in the history of consciousness. Sacred.nessis an attribute of the mind, not an attribute of thecosmos. only when we âpproach the universe with areverential attitude and behold it by the mind that issacred, do we find the universe sacred..
(SkoIimowski, lgBg: g)

with this new consciousness humanity enters into a world
which is revealed as sacred. Humans â.re able to participate
in a world that they view as creative. I{umanity views this
cosmos with respect and reverence bccause that is the reality
that is found. Humanity now dwerls in a sacred. cosmos for
humanity sees itself as â part of the evolving process of
I i fe r âs the process of evolut ion 'speaks' through humani ty,
through each of us.

The Quest For Meanins

skol imowski , in the fourilr chapter of Eco-phi Iosophy,

makes ref erence to the 'euest f or eual i ty' . This he d.oes

through the use of archi t ecture, In thi s quest skol imowski

relates the overall concept of quality to four diffei.ent
types of qual i ty. This search, he maintains, is sougrrt in
architecture in particular ancl should be sought in all
human act i vi t i es .

The search for quality is crear proof of the fact ilrat
rve have not lost the sense of the concept and, moreover,that we are transcending the boundaries of technological
cul ture. The search for qual i ty can be seen in unl ikelyplaces.

(SkoIimowski, 1gB1: gg)

One such unlikely place is architecture.
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The true purpose of architecture is to continue,enhance, and cerebrate Jife. The phrase 'to 
"orríinue,enhance, and celebrate rife'must be seen in its propercontext. The industrial sharks who destroy ourecological habitats for profit and often forcearchi tects to design anti-l ife environments can claimto be continuing, enhancing, and cerebrating th"i; ownI i ves . Individuar greed mus t not obscure from our vi ervthe fact that th" eco-system urges various constraintsupon us. In addition to our ecorogicar awareness wemust have a coherent conception oi man and a viabremodel of cuI tu¡'e that i s capabl e of sustaining us inthe long run.

(SkoI imowski, 1gB1: 100)

The search for qual i ty is not just an individual search
but a communal search ilrat takes prace within rife itself.
Thi s inner

humani ty

s t ruggl e to move outward i s a struggle for
to "transcend their obsession wi th materiar

aquisitiveness" (Skolimowski, 1981: 101). This is a

reorientatione â shift from a technological mindset to an
understanding of the quality of Iife.

Some types of architecturer states Skorimowski, have
recog'nized the sociar, ecorogicar, and rerigious aspects of
humanit;' "by acknorvledging the spiritual aspects of man's
existence ancl designing spaces in ¡vhich these aspects can be

fulfilled" (skolimowski, 1gB1: 103). This understanding is
not simply an addition to architecture, but it is a shift in
thinking about the org:ani zat ion of spàce i tsel f , a space that
will enhance and celebrate life.

The quest for quality, pârticularly within architecture.
has some broad ramifications, triat is, the calr for
decentralization, the caIl for appropriate technorogies,
frugal i ty and durabi r i ty, ancr "a new at t i tude towards work

if human work is
you cannot have a quality of life environment
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systematically degraded or reduced to stupefying,
mechanical, repetítive tasks" (skolimowski, lggl: 104).

At the end of the chapter skolimowski admonishes us not
to blame everything on 'the system', â.s he calls it. He

claims that this would be 'too easy'. It is indeed an inner
struggle irr which each of us must have an experience of
caring, of ân inner connection with the environment
(Skolimowski, 1981: 105),

1|üi th reference to architecture skol imowski just touches

upon the aspect of religion. The question as to the
relat ionship between rer igion and the quest for qual i ty
remains unclear in terms of defining that relationship. The

definition of quality, like iliat of religion, is impossible
to absolutize in any articulated form.

what I mean (aLnd what everybody else means) bv the wordqual i ty cânnot be broken do'n into sub j ects urrapredicates. This is not because euality is so mysteriousbut because Quality is so simpre,- immediate and direct...
Quality cannot be defined... If we define it we aredefining something less then quality itself.

(Skolimowski, 1gB1 : gg)

Skolimowski has relatecl quality to the phrase 'continue,
enhance, and celebratc lif e'. It is in this conte>it that
rel igion has entered into the picture, for ilris is how he

starts chapter five of Eco-philosophy, "Religion as a Life
Enhancing Phenomenon". Here he talks about I ife having a

qual ity of vision, of purposee of eschatorogy. "sooner or
later I i fe in us wi I I al ter those destruct ive structures
which threaten not only human societies but a larger heritage
of evolution" (Skolimowski, 1gB1: 107).
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Life has become Goct-like, or to Lrse a Bohm-like metaphor,
Life is God. Bohm and peat, in defining what a metaphor is,
use the example from shakespeare where he declares that 'all
the world is a stage'. In ilris example A = ,the world'and B

= 'the stage'"

The corresponding metaphor then takes the form of A = B,But colnmonsense di ctates that the world is not a stageand therefore Ä. = B. The metaphor therefore appears toinvolve â simultaneous equating and negating of two
ideas , concepts r or obj ects.

( 1987: 33-4 )

For skolimowski life courd be called d.ivine. Now I have

come ful I ci rcl e for once again I need to talk about the
primary function of religion. Religious structures are 1¡rose

"that provide a framework for the ideals lvhich are inspiring
and sustaining to our life" (skolimowski, 1gg1: 108). The

role of religion and quarity is ilrat of the enhancement of
life, in tliis sense it is also transformational, that is,
humanity seeks to mirror the attributes of ilre deities that
they have made. Rel igionr âs d.oes the search f or quali ty,
transforms our perceptions and thus it transforms "reality
with a vierv to making man unselfish and altruistic"
(SkoIimowski, 1981: l0B).

I stated earlier that evorution has a purpose, an

eschatology. If skol imowski is to reconstruct our current
mctepliysical reality there has to be this deeper clement to
the reconstruct ion.
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Any large scale movement which attempts to replace
empiricism must find ân antidote to the go"pul ofmaterial progress, must be capable of creating a newfoundation for meaning.

(Skol imowski , 1988 : IZ4)

Traditional rel igions have fai led to wrestle ultimate
meaning from the current destructive philosophies of society.
They have faiIed or seemed to have faiIed to adclress these
problems now facing humanity. Yet Skolimowski maintains that
at the heart of any metaphysicar reconstruction, the

rel ig:ious sense of I i fe, the sacredness of our home mus t be

present.

Any thoroughgoing metaphysical reconstruction must find
some ansrrers to the deepest probl ems that have always
fascinated and troubled the human mind - and these arethe problems of human destiny, a dilemma which is
ultimately religious in nature.

(Skol imowski , 19BB: IZE)

TIiis relationship between religion and quality has an

epistemological side. The current epistemology is based

almost solely on abstraction and objectivity and ilris is not

the only way of knorving. Kohak calls for the'bracketing'out
of such abstractions and objectivity in order to'see' again
( 199,4 z 202) . There are other waJ¡s to understand the world
which are religious in nature. Ecological evolution and

theology are not separated from one another but are

understood as interrelated. This is to say that "an

epistemology of life has to be created" (skoI imowski, rgBl:
110).

The religious sense of life is ilrat of embracing humanity

within a larger frame. Humans will fincl themselves not onl¡.

dwelling within their home but also cc-ci'eating ilrat home.
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That they not only see the universe and themselves as sacred
but they create the sacred. universe. Evorution is a part of
the rel igious structure in that there is the cont inuar
creation of new sensitivities' nerv windows through which one
ca.n view reality and create reality. Through the creation of
sensitivities people become both divine and human.

Through sensitivities evorution is articurated.Through sensitivities ilre mind of ilre human being iscr eat ed.
Through sensitivities the scope of our humanity isdelineated.
Through sensitivities matter is transformed into spirit.

(SkoI imowski, 1gB4 z Zg-29)
The quest for meaning is a religious quest. Meaning is

onI y ar r i ved at through cont ext , and r anguage r âr ong wi th
other tools, tries to convey this context and thus meaning to
others' Here, the conception of tecrrnorogy should be

understood as being responsibre for something else, the
other, ând to be indebted (Heidegger, r977: 2g0-1 ) . This is
an act of faith. Humanity must have faith ilrat there is
meaning in the universe. ,'Fai th is thus the co¡. nerstone of
meaning, a precondition of our life" (Skolimowski, 1gg4: 60).
Humanity has understood meaning through the transformational
capacity of the toors that they have, and this meaning is
based on faith. skorimowski has stated that evolution is
teleological, as human rife is, ilrat is, it is directed
towards the transcencì.ent. In order to create this f uture,
humanity must have faiilr in such a vision, and it is in this
sense that f aith is a concì.ition of our. being (skolimowski,
1984: 60-61).
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skolimowski wants to also make it clear that "the terror
of this real ization must not be â I icense for arrogance but
an invitation to humility" (skolimowski, lgg4: 164). The

creation of new sensitivities is bound togeilrer with empathy,
responsibility' caring, and to a sense of humitity.

A Nerv ReliEion

The search for new religious bearings is not linited tothe western world and ilre christian culture. This searchcan be seen the world over. Religion is a mostmysterious aspect of man's being. so often it is foundoppressive, a kind of prison which we are impatient toleave. when we find ourserves out of this 'p"i"ion', wealso find that something is missing. Thus we cannot livewith religion, and we cannot live without one. It isobvious r in our t ime, that tradi t ional rel igions haveexhausted their creative substance.
(Skolimowski, 19Bb: 51)

skol imowski's Eco-theorogy is â statement concerning the
spiritual condition of a universe which is evolving and which
is home for humankind, "for it is this universe which has

engendered, nursed and nurtured spiritual quali ties which
eventual ly made our oikos sacred" (skol imowski , lggs: ss) .

Eco-theology recogni zes ilre process of divini zat ion of the
universe and of humanity. This process is not a devaluation
of our humanity or of the ontorogy of the world around humans

but it is a process by which we become human.

According to skol imowski Eco-theology also provides a

different un<le'rstancling of God. God is rvithin üs; that is,
the eschatology of the cosmos is the self-perfectibility of
it. It thus redefines the divinity of humanity as the process

by which humans become divine (skorimowski, lgBs: 55).
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Eco-theology is also understood as a unifying process. It
unites the sciences with religion, for it unites individual
ontology with the ontology of the universe. Because of this
unif ying understanding it spel ls out a conception of ,,human

liberation based on creativity, responsibility, serf-
reliance, all of which are rooted in the notion of ilre self-
creative character of the univer.se, of which we are, as God-

in-the-making¡ â part" (SkoIimowski, lgBS: 56). The sacred
is a part of human consciousness and as such we don't as much

discover the sacred as we co-create the sacred around us.
Humans, as is life, are meaning makers.

Evolution not only creates diversi ty but also articurates
an underlying unity. Eco-theorogy can give humanity a new

sense of wholeness. But this new understanding is achieved by
our own effort, when we take life into ourselves, no one else
will do this" This new vision of wholeness "is reaching out
to the transcenclental heaven, to the sacred, whi l e our f eet
are firmly on the ground and our own person is in the service
of others" (SkoIimowski, lggs: S?).

As our condition changes from the amoeba to sentientbeings, we enlarge ou¡' consciousness. As we enlarge ourconsciousness, we reach upward toward
self-consciousness. Às we acquire self-consciousness, wereach for understanding. As we reach for understanding,we reach for meaning. As we reacrr for meaning v¡e reachfor grace. As we reach for grace, we reach for God. Arris natural, and in a sense ineviiabre - when the craniumof the brain becomes a source of light.

(Skolimowski, 19BS: 59)
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A RBLIGIOUS SOTUTION

The Religious solution could be
legitimate only if it reflected a
fundamental awareness of God's
living presence. A religious
solution to the crisis of reason in
a meaningless world cannot be a
theoretical one, adding a
theological plank to a metaphysical
one, recovering our lost awareness
of the world as the Lebenswelt
Gottes.

(Kohak, 1986: 106)

It is to this new resolution to
reassert our indivisibility with
life, to recognize the obligations
incumbent on us as the most
powerful and deadly species ever
to exist, and to begin making
amends for the havoc we have
wrought, that my hopes for a revival
and continuance of life on earth now
turn. If we persevere in this new
wâyr we may succeed in making man
humane...at Iast.

(Mowat, 1984: 40S)

The Perception Of Crisis

There are those

in history, humani

is environmental

fundamental I eve I

in which humanity'

has been eroded or

who understand that,

ty is facing a crisis

and technologi cal .

at thi s po int
and that this crisis
I believe that, at a

this crisis is one of reason and morality
s ability to act and think in certain ways

damaged. Unlike a machine, these repairs
require more than a simple replacement

Skol imowski has suggested that there is

of a damaged part.

no such damage and

that the cr i s i s i s railrer to be connect ed wi th evo I ut i on.

characterized by a 'sacrificial' shift in consciousness. In
any caser there is a perception that current reason and
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morality are inadequate for us to I ive in the 21st century.
of his article

' Florld, asks
question as to what wi I I guide us into
respons ibl e speci es,

rt was the nineteentrr centurvr recovering from the shockof war' that_ stumbled upon rather then forged the answerto which we have fatten heir that science and itsof f spring, technology, wi I I provide the guidance. A.t aIoss as to how to bring aboui moral progress, thenineteenth century set about transfoiming the materiarworld, blithety assuming that ro""i growilr wilr forlowautomaticalry in the wake of scientilic andtechnological advance.
(Kohak, 1 986 : B6 )

He states that science has fai led. to bring about such moral
growth. This, for Kohak, is the crisis. The question is: why
has science faited to bring about such growth? Kohak gives
the answer through a phenomenorogicar diagnosis. ',The great
error was its attribution of the ontorogical varidity to its
own idealizations until it came to regard them as real i ty

Kohak, near the beginning
Rat ional i ty and the ,Natural

itself, disnissing the one

that of I i ved exper i ence.

The C¡isis of
the historical
â mature and

real i ty actual ly access ibl e to üS r

as merely a subjective reflection"
(1984: SB). Science. for Kohak, had dismissed the world of
experrence' the meaningful world, as merely subjective. !Vith
this re jection al I "ref rective jud.gements,, become

conventional or arbitrary. Both Kohak and Skolimowski reject
such an unders'tanding of moral i ty.
For Skolimowski, the mind plays an important rore within

evolut ion. The mind is the organi c structure that can
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recognize the universe as sacred or as a machine. Both
thinkers have agreed to is that nineteenth century science
has been inadequate for humanity and has not allowed us to
'see' a morar and sacred. universe. without a faith that
understands real i ty as meaningful Nihi I ism is the end resul t.
Both argue that to'see'reality as moral is not a subjective
statement but it is a statement rerated to a subject. Rearity
is personal. scientific ranguage has become uncrear with
respect to any meaningfur understanding of the words
'objective' and 'subjective'. In modern physics as werr as in
ecology these terms may be irrelevant to any meaningfur
understanding of reality.
This thesis is not an investigation into the phirosophy

of the perception of reality as'crisis'but it is important
to realize two things: 1) that rearity is rooted in the
subject' This does not mean that knowledge or the sacred, is
subjective or individual. The conception that humanity is at
a crisis point is then rooted in the subject but it is not
subj ect ive. I t is a rear i ty that persons have perceived. This
reality, once perceived, is a changed rearity. It has become
a meaningf ul rear i ty. "TIle act of comprehension is at the
same time the act of transformation" (SkoI imowski, 1gg4:
tLZ); 2) that the perception of crisis, being rooted in the
subject, is not an absolute reality. It is a relational
reality and is subject to evolution, âS knowledge should be.
In this sense' dialogue becomes important to und.erstand
real i ty.
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The crisis is real and it need.s to
at stake is not only the environment

our humanity and a vision of a moral

be addressed. What is

, the cosmos , but al so

and sacred universe.

Evolution

For Skolimowski, evolution has eschatological,
cosmological, epistemorogicar, and spirituar dimensions.,,To
understand the nature of evolution is to understand how it
transcends. itself" (skolimowski, 1gB4: 41). It holds the key
to understanding who we were, are, and ought to be. This view
is echoed by Teilhard (1gsg), Keener (1g83), cobb,Jr. and

Griffin (tsze¡ ' Bookchin (as found in ShuIman, 1gB5), and

Wicken (1989).

The abi I i ty to think al ong ilre I ines of process and

development, rather than compartmentalry, anaryticarry, and

statically, enable one to collapse the'dualisms' associated
with analytical and compartmental thinking, whether they are
the dualisms of freedom and necessity or nature and society.
If, for exampl e, evorut ion is understood as a process of
chance and necessity, then there truly is a fundamental split
between nature and society. on the other hand, l,Iicken has

suggested that "evolution might be better understood as a

process of ongoing creat ion than as a gratui tous product ion
of chance" (rgBg: 157). wicken also suggests, as does

skolimowski and Teilhard, that "it may be that the thrust of
the evolut ionary process i s toward the perfect ibi I i ty of
humanity within a just society" (1gsg: 170). wicken goes on

to seemingly reiterate the words of skolimowski, in that if
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humanity is to understand itself within evolution, then the
'sensitive self' , that is, consciousness (reflective thousht)
must be taken seriously. "IF]or thatr wê need an evolutionary
ecology of the mind" (lgBg: 170).

lllith regards to tereology within evolution, corl ins
states that when the evorutionary biotogist asks the question
'why?' it is not a question of purpose in any teleological
sense but rather it is ilre historical 'how come?' (1g86:

?'7a). Many evolutionists have continued to close their minds

to the question of a teleorogicar explanation for
evolution. collins states that the guestion of 'why?, is
often reduced to the analysis of the maintenance of a

specific traitr yet collins wants to put a qualifier on such
an argument. The answers found in this type of analysis
"should be framed carefur ly wi th ilre awareness of the
relative effectiveness with which selection of different
levels of organization can act in order to influence the
final expression of a trai t " (cor r ins, 1gB6 : zsl) .

The question is: Does humanity exist to further certain
traits within evolution? Sociobiology states that humans,

specifically individuals, exist to propagate their own genes,

a genetic selfishness. Morality only becomes 'real' â.s it
furthers this genetic selfishness. Wicken rejects this notion
as does Skol imowski .

Bvolutionary theory is cent¡'aI to ilris mapping out ofconditions in which theorogy must operate, for evolutionlocates humans in nature as products of, and actors in,cosmic process. Mainstream Neo-Darwinian theory isunable to provide this bridge, since its genetic
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reduct ionism prevents i t from connect ing I ife wi th therest of nature. Neo-Darwinism is hopelessly over itshead in connecting the human spirit ¡vith its resources.(Wicken, 19Bg: 160)

wicken states that such a reductionism errs, in that it is
unable to understand organisms as historical beings and as

"selfreferential ecological entities" (1ggg: 161).
Skolimowski makes it clear that the experiencing self is

as much a product of evolution as is the genetic self and in
fact the two are linked. Evorution is as much a metaphysical
process as it is a physical process. Bohm and peat also make

such a statement, implicitly, when tarking about the concept
of stable structures found in the 'process' of becoming, that
is, the idea of generative fields which generate order within
evolut ion. This " is of crucial importance not onry for an

understanding of inanimate matter but also for living beings,
consciousness, and society" (gohm & peat, lggz: 144). These
generative structures are metaphysical in nature, structural
orders beyond space and time. Bohm calls them impticate
orders. The inplicate order is wholistic in nature as it
relates to the structure of reality (Bohm & peat, lggTt z0z).

Lovelock, with his Gaia hypoilresis, has moved. to a

whol istic understanding when he states that the earth itself
is a Iiving being. "To me it was obvious that the earth was

alive in the sense that it was a self-oîganizing and self-
regulating system" (lgBS: 31). In his cybernetic
understanding of the earth he rejects the idea of an

established end point of evolution, "it just settles down,

like a cat, to a comfortable position and resists attempts to
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dislodge it" (Lovelock, lggg: 61). But Gaia d.oes have a telos
in that it seeks

a planet fit for rife. If humans stand in the way ofthisr we shall be eriminated with as rittre pity aswould be shown by the micro-brain of an intercontinentalballistic nuclear missire in full flig.ht to its target.
(Lovelock, 1g8B: ZLZ)

For Lovelock, Gaia is both spiritual and scientific, both
wholistic and reducible. yet he has failed, in my vierv, to
recognize the emergence of ilre whole within the part, the
emergence of consciousness within a single species (as far as

we know) and all this within the process of evolution. This
is important for skor imowski for i t gives evotrution a

definite direction.

For Teilhard evolution has a direction. IIe n,rites, in The

Phenomenon of Man, th.at the emergence of the nervous t i ssue
provides a direction for evolution ancl this, for him, "proves
that evolution has a direction" (lgbg: 146). Evolution has

proceeded from geogenesis to biogenesis, which expresses
itself in psychogenesis (Tei lharct, 1g5g; 148). This closely
corresponds to skolimowski's four part evolution.

For Skolimowski ancl Teirrrard the seemincl), 'dualistic'
nature of the cosmos between society and nature càn be

resolved wi thin an understanding of evolut ion. This dichotomy
is resolved in evolution, between ilre transcendcnt and the
ph¡'sical (Teilhard, 1g5g: 169). It is iliis f inal process that
TeÍ Ihard ivants to tirll< about, that of psychogenesis, of
thought. I t is in this process of evolution that thought is
associated not only rvith â single species but with evolution.
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It exists

diversity.
becaus e of an interplay between unity and

we are not only concerned with thougrrt as participating
in evolution as an anomaly or as ân epiphenomenon; but
evolution as so reducible to and identifiable wiilr aprogress towards thought that the Dìovement of our souls
expresses and measures the very stages of evolut ion
itself. Man discovers that he is noilring else thanevolution become conscious of itself, to bor::ow Julian
Huxl ey's conci se express ion.

(Teilhard, 1959: 220)

The association of complexi ty wi th consciousness is not

new. In theology, for example, cobb and Griffin have placed

this evolving compl exi ty wi th Gocl's creat ive purpose ( 1gT6:

64). They equate greater complexity wiilr greater enjoyment,

a harmony which is associated with GocL's divine purpose.

one of the key components to understanding transcendence,

harmony, humanity, and nature is to examine the structures of
relationships as they relate to the process of e,¿olution.
There is an emergence of structures involved in the 'whol e'

of evolution in rvhich there is a comple;< interaction between

the internal and external aspects of evolution.

Evolution constructed as a cosmorogy may not be unique

to Skol imowski but the binding together of f reed.om,

responsibility, epistemology, eschatology, and transcendence

( the sacred) al l rvi thin the process of evolut ion is of
crucial importance. Evolution can answer the basic question

of meaning in the world in a meaningful way without being

absolute (dogmatic). It demands diatogue and not dogma from

the univcrse. Metaphor becomes tlie basis fo¡. reality and not

objective fact. Existcnce is cha¡'acterized by bcing and
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becoming based on the interrelationships of arr beings. If
absolutes are not to be found and relationships are
f ounclational to existence then diarogue wir r continue. This
diatogue wiII be rife-enhancing and transcendent. It wirr.
therefore, be reI igious in nature.

skolimorvski has contended that such terms as symbiosis,
interrelationr cor'prexity, whorism, etc. are not onry
descriptive terms r¡ut value terms. Norton has suggested that
these terms I ecr Aldo Leopold to deverop a 'contextual ,

appnoach to envi ronmental management whi ch was expressed
tlrrough the use of organic metaphors (1gg0: LZI). This
contextual approach to environmental management can be found
in a relatively nerv theory of environmentar management called
Hierarchy Theory. There has been a continuing tension wi'rin
ecology between a) popuration-community ecorogists and b)
process-functional ecorogists (o'NieI, De.dngeIis, waicle , and
Allen' 1986: B). For ecologists in group A the focus has been
on the concept ion of ecosystems as net¡vorks of interact ing
populations where as the ecologists in group B see ecosystems
as "composed of physical-chemical-biological proccsses active
within a space time unit" (o'Niel et.ar., 1986: g).
cont rovers i es cont inue over ilre i deas of compl exi ty,
cybernet i c organization, i ns t abi I i ty-s tabi I i ty, and
hierarchy. rn ilre finar analysis, specificarry when
investigating hierarchical systems theory, the rvay one vie's
real i ty depends upon one's vi ew point.
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Depending on the spacio-temporal scal e or 'window'
through which one is viewing the worrd a forest stand
may appear as 1) a dynamic entity, 2) a constant
backdrop, 3) an inconsequential noise in major geo-
morphological processes 

(o,Nier et.ar., 1gB6: Bg)

Yet "it does not appear that we are artÍficial ly imposing

this hierarchical structure for ilre convenience of
explanat ion. This is what we experience" (o'Niel et. al. ,

1986: LZt). In this instance, ilrough, it is a good idea to

remember Rumi's metaphor of the bl ind men and the elephant

for it continues to be relevant for ecological management as

well as for any meaningful uncl.erstanding of reality.
The significance of the above quotes is that it combines

consciousness in any understanding of real i ty wi th out

denying reality itself , that is, ther.e is a reality that ,'J,,

carr know'. Reality is relational and metaphorical. This is
echoed by Goldsmith. "Qualitative language is more flexibte
and can be used to express vivid metaphors that provide a

more accurate pi cture of the ecosphere than can the more

precise language of mathematics" (1gBB: 16s). t{ith such

controvcrsy betrveen wl¡ole and part, Hierarchy Theory provides

a uni ty. Ä,s Bohm and Peat s t at e.

At present the word hi erarchy. . . contains the taci t idea
that the lower parts are doninated by higher ones. But
in the spirit of generative olders it is possible to
consicler hierarchy in quite a dif f erent sense...Rather
the general is now seen to be present concr.etery, as the
activity of the generative principle within the
gcncl'ative order. This suggests a new notion of
hierarchy, in which the mofe general principle is
immanent, that i s, act ively pervading and indwel I ing,
not only in the l ess general , but ul t imately in real i ty
as a u'hole' 

(1gBT: 164)
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This conception of hierarchy is very close, in my view, to
the conception that Skol imowski has of evolution writing its
story through him. Here the general pervades the specific and

pervades aI I real i ty. This is a dynamic dialogue that
expresses itself through the selfconscious human species by

enabling us to become responsible and to have compassion for
life and eyolution.

VaIue And Knowledse

Skolimowski has stated ilrat there is a very intimate
relationship between knowledge and values. Knowledge is
f undamental ly connected to who we are, to our being. Tlìinking
'cofrectly' can change the structure of our mind and create
a nerv real ity, a new cosmologj¿. Theref orc, knowledge is
related to thinking reverentr.y, enabl ing us to transcend. the
destructive structures of society. It enables us to regain a

moral insight, to liberate us from ilre moral vacuum of
today's societ¡'. Skolimowski, therefore, shows us ilre
interconnections between knowredge, ethics, and cosmology.

This epistemology rests on a new perception of the
universe and ourselves. For Kohak, this nery epistemology
must recognize the world as personal. He states that "it is
reason reflecting on the empathic identification with ilre
other that opens us to an awareness of that moral law" (1gBb:

34). This overlapping of reason and morality is echoed by

Rolston (1981: G0) and Bohm and peat (1987: 14).

Bohm and Peat go on to give an evorutionary view of
knowledge when they state that "an¡' search for absolute fixed
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knonledge is illusorvr since aIr knowled.ge arises out of
shifting, changing activity of creative perception, free
play, unfoldment into action, and its return to experience"
(1987: 56). "Knowledge and reality d.oes not, therefore, lie
in the subject, nor in the object, but ín the dynamic flow
between them" (Bohn & peat, lgBT: 6T). The understan<ling of
real i ty in exper i ence is, indeed, rvhat enabl es us to

understand reality as moral r âs sacred, ancl the particular
individual as imbedded wi thin the natural ord.er and as

sacred. we do not undcrstand the world to be a thing¡ ân it,
but as a 'thou'. The ontological ord.er is not built upon

isolation nor domination but on compassion ancl reverence.

These values are f ound wi thin trre natural order as the¡, are

found wi thin humani ty. These ilroughts of skol imowski are
again recited, in a different way, by Bohm and peat.

It is the view of this book that ilre potential forcreative perception is natural. c¡'eativity or.iginates inthe depths of the generative order, and the proper role
of ment.al energy is to f esporrd to such percept ion, andultimately to bring it to some manifest level of
reality.

(1987: 250)

The openness to a rel igious understanding involves
opening up to the presence of other beings, the experience of

the sacrecì.. flhen humanity recluced. the experience of the

sacred to â subjective feeling they tended to elevate the

conception of human lights to be the supreme values within a

society and as such humans became the measure of alI and the

only meaning giving creatul.es in the universe. other beings

had no meaning unless given to them by humanity, they rvere
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' i ts' . There is no responsibi I i ty to a higher order outside
the isolated individual. skorimowski argues, and rightly sor
that responsibility for the diversity of life, to treat all
life as an end ancl not as a means only, comes not from an

extension of human rights but from understanding al I I ife as

sacred in i ts uni ty and divers i ty. skol imowski d.oes not usc

lights language.

our understanding of ilre structure of real ity is not just
a creation of the human mind as formed by an isolated brain.
The mind is a part of a Iarger reality, that is, an

interactive reality where our ethics and knowledge ,'is based
upon a dimens ion of real i ty i tsel f and not just upon
conventions" (tçIostermaier, TGN: 7). Klostermaier goes on to
state that the "moraI consciousness is as 'natural' a part
of consciousness as consciousness is a part of nature,, (TGN:

11).

The understancling that the 'wi thin' and the 'wi thout' are
woven together s t i I I I eaves us wi th the probl em of actual ly
seeing correctly, that is, of actuarry knowing what is good.

In this instance, tradi t ional rel igions have sought to clear
âIva¡z the illusions in order to activcry bear witness to ilre
truth. As to tlie question of truilr, truilr is relatecl to an

understanding of being, l¡ecoming anil meaning.

It was Reinhold Niebuhr who stated that ind.ividuals have

a moral sense that insists that they think of others. This
moral sense is linked with humility (Harland., 1g60: 13s). For
IVicken, this morâl sense is an evolutionary product which is
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reproduction and their service to the other is
the fixation of ni trogen. "Its 'value' is its

based on a deeper level of understanding.

we have two generar ry evolutionary sources of varue, bothof which contribute to the relatiãnal ontology of life.one reaches downward from individuals to raw materialsof environments, rerating to rife as meaning-investor tonature as elaborating repository of meanings. The otherreaches outwarcl from individuals as "selfish" surviving-reproducing systems to ecosystems, and systems of eco-systems ' that contextuaríze self isrr interests wi thinhigher-order functionar frameworks - so that there is asense in which the whole community interest is n,ritteninto the individual adaptive straiegy.
(1989: 772)

The example he uses to demonstrate such an und.erstanding is
that of nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Their orvn success for

I inked through

existenco". It
is a functional framervork of parts and whole. These co-
def ining rel at i onships unders cor e the fact that I i fe i s ilre
creator of meaning and of value (lVicken, lgBg).

The creation of value by Iife is real, value
because of existence. yes, value is related to
existence but that value is always related to
exist, other beings. There is a part-whol e relat ionship that
rs necessâ-ry to take into account when valuing creation. It
is through courage that humanity affirrns value in the world.
in lifc, and that value is not somothing iIIusory. Tillich
makes a bold statement in that "this courage is effective in
all beÍngs" (1951: 194), Triis coulage to affirm a finite and

transitory yet real existence is a courage not found in a

secular ivorld but in a sacred worlcl , For where elsc can

courage come from but through an abi I i ty to see I i fe as

is present

individual

others that
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tnanscendent. The courag.e to be altruistic
outside of existence but within it.

is not found

To puzzle over the adaptive sources of "artruism", asmost evolutionists do, betrays a certain peculiarinability to understand the historical 
"u.rse in whichwholes are manifest in parts... laws and moral codes arenot really for curbing the cosmic process at atl; ratherthey constitute the human contribution to the directionof this process in the generation of mcaning.

(Wi cken, 1989: 17 4)

In this sense' knowredge is rerated to meaning and varue
in that it provides an understanding that is relational in
orientation. Relationat in t erms of par t -who I e and

biological-spiritual understanding. Tillich refers to this
form of understanding where he states that ilris type of
"knowledge is a form of union" (1g5r: 94) and as such it has

a heal ing and transforming abi I i ty as wel I as fulfi I t ing
(TiIlichn 1951: gs). It is this asscciation of knowledge to
transformat ion and heal ing ilrat skol imowski, so right ly, puts
for¡uard. The problem of absorute knonrredge is now grrown out
by a deeper felt evolutionary need to relate knowled.ge to
context' to evolution and to ilre ability of knowlcdge to
transform and transcend. For knowredge to do sor it must be

related to both the whore and to the part, that part is, in
particular, humanity. The transforming power of rove, that
Iove is real and rests wi thin our capacity of understanding
and fesponsibility, is a meaningful transformation enabling
us to'see' corrcctry. Love moves beyond thc seIf. It is an

"ecological setf -t¡'anscendence" (tvictren, lggg: L74). To

understand is to pai'ticipate in that und.erstanding, to give
it meaning and to realize meaning. Knolvredge is no ronger an
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objective understanding but i
fundamental for understanding

t is related to who I am.

others and life itself.

It is

Lovelock, in his book The Ages of Gaia, set up a mod.er in
order that his theories might be tested, for example, that of
planetary homeostasis. FIe called ttris model Daisyworld. It
has a world that spins like ilre Earth and goes around a star.
on this world the principar plant species are daisies,

what is it, then, that confers the great stability andfreedom from cyclicar and chaotic ¡Ërraviour on th;Daisyworld moders?...It is the crose coupling of therelationships which constrain boilr daisy g"o;rth andplanetary temperature that makes trre modei buh.uu.
(Lovelock, lgBB: SZ)

Lovelock adds to this conception of freedom. when

interpret ing the survivabi l i ty of â speci es " i t is necessary
to add that the growth of an organism affects its physicar
and chemical environment; tlie evolution of species and the
evolution of rocks, therefore, are tightly coupled as a

single, indivisible process" (1gBB: 63). Lovelock
demonst¡'ates that the freed.o¡u to evolve in certain directions
is a planetary process. In ilris understanding, rerationships
are primary and f reedom is cleveloped wi thin ilris f ramework.
Responsibility is tied up with this framervork because
evolution is a whot istic movement and does not just involve
isolated change. To become free is to understand the
relat ionships the individual has wi th other beings, Being
itself, and Iife. As Lovelock points out, ,,life is a

planetary-scale plr.enomena" (lgBB: 6g).
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Diversity may be regarded as a source not only ofgreater ecoco'nmunity stability; it may also b; regardedin a very fundamentar sense as an ever expanding, albeitnascent, source of freedom within nature, a mudiúm foranchoring varying degrees of choice, self-directiveness,and participation by I ife-forms in ihu"e own evolution.
(Bookchin, 198G: 31 )

Bookchin feel s that wi thin evolut ion freedom has been born
out of diversity and ilrat evolution, therefore, proceeds
along the participation of individuals wiilrin this larger
frame. He g:oes on to state that a species that does not
recognize its responsibility to evolution 'betrays' their orvn

species (1986: 34). This betrayar could read, in the case of
humanity, to the Ioss of our species along with countless
others. For Bookchin, ecological evorution is the grounding
for moral choices, human freedomo and, thcrefore, human

I iberat ion and individual empowerment. skot imowski agrees
with this point of view. tiberation is the rcsponsibi l ity of
the individual to participate in a

evolution.
I arger frame, i . e. ,

Responsibility is a personal obligation yet it has
consequences beyond the self. It is my belief that individual
responsibility and thus the choices one nust make and be

responsible f or are not tr.agic 'possibles' but liberating
'possiblcs'. It is possible ilrat I will make a life-enhancing
choice or a I ife-clestructive ehoice or both may happe' from
a s ingl e choi ce I make. In any case, the poss ibI e choi ce does
not become tragic because of the consequences of the choice
made, but rather ilre choice is liberating because I have the
frcedom to become responsible, to be a steward of t ife. and.
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therefore, to rearize my sacredness. The desire for
liberation is rooted in my responsibility in this sense

individual choi ces are no longer seen as isolated ei ther in
the choosing or in the consequences. when the choice is a

meaningful one and, therefore, a responsible one it will be a

I iberat ing choi ce.

The responsible choice and thus freedom has ontological
foundations. when making a choice one has to have a 'feeling,
of certainty about that choice, that is, that it will be life
enhancing. Kohak is right when he states that moral choices
mus t have moral grounding ( 1 gg6 : Bg ) .

The world of our rives is not defined simply by theinteraction of one subject-body with other bodies inspace. It is a human world, one defined by the presenceof moral-subjects whose relationship to others are fromthe start not spatiar and causar merery, but meaningfurrelations info¡'med by empathy and responsibility.
(Kohak, lgBG: gZ)

The transformation of ilre individual is of critical
importance to the conception of freedom. To see others as

objects is not to take freedom responsibly, as I iberating. we

must see all species, all life, and atl matter as

participating in being and, therefore, und.erstood to have

int r ins i c moral wor th.

"spirituality is the capacity to invest with meaning. we

seek clarity within a world of meaning" (wicken, lgBg: 16g).
Ä being that participates within evolution, that is not
preordained' must be responsibte. The vision one has needs a

responsible articulation if humanity is to moye evolution in
the di rect ion of transcendence, of enhancing I i fe. Thi s is .
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as Wicken points out, an ecological and historical view of
f reedom and responsibi I i ty f or meâ.ningf ul I iberat ing choices
I i e in the par t-who I e r el at i onship.

The fr eedom to choos e mus t be combined wi th
responsibility to care, to'see'a fierd of care as Heidegger
conccptualized it (rg7T: 1gg). It is in recognizing the other
as thou that freedom bursts forth and responsibi I i ty becomes

a joy and not a burden. To understand life as a whole-part
relation, humanity wilt reason that the meaningful choice is
the responsibre choice, the moral choice. Life is not
selective, not relegated to an elite. Àll is moral or nothing
is.

Any philosophy that estabrishes a category of beingsexempt from moral considerations can ".i*.y" inctuàesubcategories of humans within trre exempt category, andinvariably does.
we can only.survive by being God in the crucial respect- that God is love.

(Kohak, lgBS: AI)
Liberation, therefore, is not found in the curmination of

history with the eternal. It is not found only in some future
state' It is the ability to be transformed within ilris life,
to see the sacredness of the universe and to make rife-siving
choices in the here and now. Krostermaier is, I berieve,
correct when he states that "historic liberations have always
become beginnings of new forms of dominat ion ( 1gB5: 63 ) .
Freedom must, then, be disassociated from domination, greed,
and destructive competitiveness. If freedom is indeed to be

found r.vithin ecorogical evolution then order, teleorogy,
cooperat ion, whol eness, stabi I i t;, and symbios is must be
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prrmary over and against competi

and dominance (Goldsmith, lggg:

evolution, love, compassion and

primary forms of evolution.

tion, isolation, instability,
66). Ät each stage of human

reverence must be seen as the

one of Skolimowski's concerns is that of meaning as it
relates to this world of being and becoming. In traditional
rel igions, such as Buddhism, a centrar und.erstanding of
this world is that of becoming (change) understood as an

illusion. The linkage between the cosmos as becoming and

finding tiberation from this world is that of having a

"correct" p"rception of this world, of the cosmos, and this
I eads one to salvat ion. Both the tradi t ional rel igions of
Islam and Buddhism view the cosmos as interrelated, that
there is a unity of the self with the divine or that which
I i es beyond being, and the submi ss i on of the ser f to thi s

larger frame of reference.

In modern times prigogine and Stengers ask a very
important question about the nature of reality as it relates
to ontology. The question comes after a look at classicar
dynanics and the second law of thermodynamics, where the
first is reversibte and the latter irreversible, one eternal,
the other evolu'tionary. It is a question of the relationship
between permanence and change,

The forces of interaction described by (crassicar )dynamics cânnot explain the complex and irreversiúlebehaviour of matter. Ignis mutat res. Á.ccording to theancient saying, chemical structures are creatures of
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fire, the resurts of irreversible processes. How can webridge the gap between being and bãcoming two conceptsyet both necessary to reach a coherent descriptiãn orthis strange world in which we I ive?
(1984: 209).

what they argue is that the synthesis is between order and
chaos. This seems to be close to what skorimowski has said
about evolution.

Time dependent, ole way processes, are not nerelyaberration or deviations- from a wórrd in which time isreversibre. If anything, the opposite is true, ""- it isreversible time, associated witñ "closed. systems,,(ifsuch, indeed, exist in rearity) that may werr be therare or aberrant phenomena.

what is more, irreversible processes are the sources oforder - hence the titre ordãr out of chaos. It is theprocess associated wi th randomness, opefì.ness, that r eadto higher levels of organization, ár"i, â dissipãti,,r"structure,
(Prigogine and Stengers, 1gB4: xxi)

Being and becoming, therefore, express
facets of reality. Becoming

bifurcation and being is linked

two impor tant

the po int s of

of the universe

is linked to

to the order
that exists between these points. These bifurcation points
are I inked to ethi cs, r ight percept ion, and meaning.

There is a need for new rerations between man and manand man and nature. 
''e 

can no ronger accept the ord apriori distinction between scientiri" and ethicalvalues.
(Prigogine and Stengers, 1gB4: J13)

Skolimowski reiterates this evorutionary call to connect
knowledge and eilrics. This is a calr to rclate existence with
ethics in the process of becoming and this linkage becomes
very important in humanity. There is a definite ethical
component to becoming as prigogine and stengers perceived.
Tillich affirms such a joining bet'een ontorogy and ethics.
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in his case, ontology and the divine rife (1g51: zb5)
Bohm and Peat make the argument that the rerationship

between the et ernal order ( the generat i ve orders ) and the
temporal orders is one of interpenetration'. These ord.ers
interact to make an overal r ord.er ( lsgz: 1gB ) . These ord.ers
effect each other and so ethicar considerations enter in.
If in fact the abirity to perceive the 'good, can be damaged

in some wâvr if the damage to the g'enerative order is such
that goodness is no longer generated then this night mean the
end of existence itself.

Being and becoming are good and., I bel i eve, that the
ability or inability to perceive this may be as much

biological as Iearned. Trre ability to see being and becoming
as good is to judge, in the sense of varue. This abirity to
valuer âs stated above, "is a natural function of humans - a

funct ion which is essential for the very survival of humans,,
(Klostermaier, TGN: s). The process of valuing is essential
for meaning and truth. "The'natural'world is not a world of
naive perception but rather the world as a meaning context,
constituted by our incarnate presence as morar subjects,,
(Kohak, 1986: 100). Bohm and peat also share iliis view of
meaning as having " intent ion, pufpose, and value" ( lggT:
245). It is an existentiar engagement that leads to a

judg'ement, a question of value.

The understanding that meaning is a part of the tereorogy
(becomimg) of the evolutionary process is given by wicken.
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Life creates relation as meaning structures. Thesestructures, born of the goal directed activity of lifeto produce and reproduce itself, are the concieteobjects of knowledge of aIl life, and. their "objectivedescriptions" are assuredly not áetached desc"ipiionsbut contain always the formative process of theknower...These mqaning structures emerge in the contextvalue that merges into those human systems of varuesthat are rel igions.
(1989: 170-1)Life creates meaningfur understandings (found in the

part-whoIe relationships) that enable a single species to
perceive the truth and goodness of being and becoming and to,
therefore, enable one to participate in this üeaningful
action. To say that goodness is relative and found only
within the individual is to deny the contextual approach to
meaning, truth, being, and becoming. If it is the case that
meaning and truth rest upon the individual to create them,
then the annihilation of meaning and truth can just as easily
take place within each individual. This would truly be

metaphys i cal ly tragi c for the percept ion of a meaningful
whole and a meaningful individual could be made forever
extinct with the passing of an individual. This would make

life meaningless, skolimowski does not understand meaning to
be individual istic, rather meaning is found in evolution. He

has also pointed out illat humanity is not a pawn in this
construction of meaning.

KÜng s tat es that to f ind I i fe meaningl ess i s

and, in some sense, irrefutable.

poss ibl e
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There is no rationarly conclusive argument against thepossibilitv of nihilism. It is indeeã at lea!t possiblethat this human life, in the last resort, ismeaningless, that chance, blind fate, chaos, absurdityand illusion rule the world, that, in the last resort,everything is contradictory, meaningless, worthless,null.
(1981: 42s)

There is a fundamental uncertainty of rife¡ yetr rearity
understood as meaningful must not only be conceived of as

such but must also be perceived as meaningful (Kohak, 1gg6:
106 ) . ReaI i ty mus t be exper i enced as meaningfur or any

solution to nihilism wilr be superficial at best for it will
eventual ly be discarded. A üeaningful world must be
perceived. I want to assert that there is a correct way of
'seeing' and that v/e can f ind this path.

The search for meaning for humanity is tied to the way

humani ty discloses being and becoming, how humani ty
exper i ence them.

'Truth'is not a feature of correct propositions whichare asserted,of an 'object' by a humãn 
-'subject' 

andthen 'are val id' somewhere, in ¡vhat spher" ùu know not;rather, truth is the disclosure of beings througrr whichan openness essential ly unfolds,
(Heidegger, I977: 129 )

It is within this openness to being and becoming and to that
which these point to that one finds the proper I ini ts to
behaviour. Rights language, I ber ieve, is inappropriate for
the governance of behaviour (Zimmerman, 1gB3: 11g).

-to let beings be- does not refer to negrect andindiffe¡'ence but rather the opposite. To Iet be is toengage oneself with beings...To let be- that is, to letbeings be as the beings u,hi ch they are_ means toengage oneself with the open region and its opennessinto which every being comes to stand, bringing thatopenness, as it were, along with itsetf.
(Heidegger, lg77 z LZT )
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There must be participation within the process of
evolution to allow being to be and to become. This is to
engage in truth and meaning and, I believe, to be open to the
perceptual shift that would be necessary for such

participation. "To be is always to be with. Being is always

being-with-another" (Baltazar, 1g6s: 140). In this notion of
unity and participation the und.erstanding of being as an

island is converted to being-with-another. The indivi<Iual can

only be who he,/she is and is yet to become if the other is
wi th them.

Transcendence And The Sacred

I think that it is important to understand that reality,
metaphorical 1y speaking, is hierarchical in nature and, in
this sense' transcendent. This understanding is Skol imowski 's
understanding of evolution.

Norton, in his article context and Hierarchy In AIdo
Leopold's Theory of Environmental Management, writes about
the real i ty of Hi erarchy Theory's concept ion of ilre
relationship between ilre parts and the whole. Hierarchy
theorists presume that the 'window' through which they
understand reality is not necessarily reality in any absolute
way but rather it is an understanding of reality. The point
being, they sâvr that it is not important "whether natural
systems are themselves hierarchical" (Norton, lgg0 t LZ4).

Norton is speaking of an objective truth, that this type of
truth may not be necessary for environmental management. This
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interpretation of

objectively true.
real i ty has been metaphorical, not

Bohm and Peat arso assert that "metaphorical perception
i s , indeed, fundamental to s c i ence and invo I ves br inging
together previously incompatible ideas in radically new ways,,
(1987: 35). Metaphoric interpretation of reality can bring
together radically different ideas which can, in turn, form a

new total i ty. Metaphorical thinking refers to rear ity in
terms of vaIue. Hierarchy Theory insists that subsystems are
inbedded within larger systems and that the behaviour of
these smaller systems ought not to 'overbound.' the parameters
of the larger system (Norton, 1gg0: 11g). The ought question
becomes important and the quest ion of absolutes is of
secondary importance.

A metaphorical understanding, for Bohm and peat, suggests
that reality is fundamentarly creative and our knowredge
arises out of sucrr creative participation and free play of
thought (19S?: 56). It is in understanding reality as

metaphorical tliat truth and meaning are joined. This is clear
in Aldo Leopold's metaphoricar idea of thinking like a

mountain, that there is value associated wiilr such thinking,
value for ecological management and for humanity.

The idea that the serf is i¡nbedded in larger ,whores,

seems to indicate that the parts are organized in such a way

as to be functional, to have purpose and to be teleorogicar
(Coldsnith, 19Bg: 162,16g). This can be seen in the
e'¿olution of Gaia and in ilre human species. It is this part-
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whole understanding that conveys meaning, varue, and purpose.
The animating breath of what we f eer, know, ancr investwith meaning, simply is3 the spirituat is thefundamentar ground from which ãtr discussions of lifeand life's significance must begin. The 

"""iitv ofevolution eannot diminish that iorri"r, is experientialry,
(lVicken, 19Bg: 166)

wicken clearly states that "spirituality is trre capacity
to invest wi th meaning. . .,A. teaching of ecorogy is that a

'part' can never know the furr extent of the whore that
invests it with meaning" (1ggg: r6B). wicken goes on to state
that

In the ecologicar view of the rerationar, bilaterarryforming part-whole interaction by which we knowselves as valuational creatures, our own spiri tualself-affirmations point- ineructábry toward a deeperGround of Being of whi ch we ¡ìrc jàint rr po"ii 
"ipãrrt"and creators, mist and substance.

(1989: 169)
I t is the part i cipat ion wi thin the whol e that could be termecl
the "movement of transcendence, Ia] subject,s rerating to the
wor ld as a meaningf ur whor e rather trran as a set of present
f acts" (Kohak, 1gB6: 93). Trre spiritual task is then to
transcencl the particurar and to rerate to the whore, to the
world of meaning. skorimowski states ilrat life continues to
transcend itserf within evolution whicrr is a sea¡.ch for
meaning' This search is a spiri tual search f ound rvi hin the
largcr process of r ife. The self-conscious individuar seeks
to participate in meaningfur understa'ding, this requires
transcendence and a vision of the sacred..

ï started ilri s sect ion wi trr trre concept of metaphor as
fundamental to free playe creat ive thought and to
undcrstanding transcend.encc and the sacrcd. Metaphor allorvs
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humani ty to understand radi cal ly di fferent real i ty as related
and it enables a whole-part understanding of life. Alt
diverse real ity, beingr participates in meaning and becoming

(Till ich, 1951: 181). Is this transcendence in the sense of
the sacred? certainly I{i cken thinks so. pannenberg agrees

wi th Wi cken.

self-transcendence is to be regarded at the sâme time asan activity of the organism and as an effect of thepower that continual ly raises the or.ganism beyonrl its
I imi tat ions and thereby grants i t i ts I ife. Thefunctions of the self-creative and self-integration oflife depend on the ongoing process of its "uif_transcendence. If the self-transcendent tendency of I ifecould be exhaustively explained in terms of an âutonomousactivity of the organism, there would be no room leftfor the assumption of a spiritual reality involved inhis life.

(1973¡ 34)

The sacred is involved in self-transcend.ence. To'see'is
to transcend your present mode of existence, from a

meaningless existence to a meaningful existence. This demands

that there be a meaningfuI real i ty, a sacrcd real i ty. Real i t;-

nus t be exper i enced as sacr ed.

The experience of a humanly untouched environment, anature not subdued by man, seems to be a better startingpoint for the aivareness of transcendence than the city,the epitome of a totally man-macre and man-controlled
environment.

(Ktostermaier, 1gB5: 6T)

Kohak, âS well as Skolimowski, woulcl agree ll,ith ilris
technique to transcend the individual and to 'see' meaning

again.

Messiah, Grace. and Relirion

skol imorvski has made it clear that ilre conception of
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'messiah', someone who will come and save üSr need.s to be

abandoned and wi th that abandonmcnt ilrer e 'ri I I need to be a

revival of individual responsibitity. This process of
abandonment does not mean ilrat there is no grace but what i t
does mean is that humanity can no longer ilrink of grace
without individual responsibility. There is a need for each

of us to allow that g:race, that state of being, to be wiilrin
each of us.

In the book of Job the confession of ignorance was the
beginning of wi sdom. In today's wor rd humans mus t again
recognize that they do not know alI things, Those who possess

'just the facts' and have no wisdom wi t I find the encounter
wi th the universe meaningless. sin could be considered a loss
of wisdomr â loss of the sense of responsibi r i ty and,
therefore, a loss of a meaningfur and morar universe.

We have, as part of our evolutionary heritage, a moralsense which wants to reach out on behalf of others...This seems much of what christ's teachings were about:not privi lege or af tcr rvorld payof f s, but theresponsibility 9f -opening upr of love. opening invorvesa recogni t i on of indet erminancey, of I ovè , anã r i sk.
(Wicken, 1989: 1?B)

Individual responsibi I i ty is not a form of isolat ion but
a way of stating quite clearly ilrat the individual must
participate in envisioning a rvorrd of possibilitiese â world
that enhances life. This process of participation is coupled
wi th hope and fai th. A fai ilr and a hope ilrat the
possibilities for a Iife enhancing future are in fact
possible. Kung, in quoting Bloch, states that "where there is
hope there is religion" (1g81: 486). while all hope may not
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be rel igious in nature,

the sacred is hope.

certainly a necessary dimension of

Respons ibi I i ty and the nccessary gr;1ce to mani f est that
responsibility within us is a struggle both rvithin ourselves
and without. It is a struggle to do what is life enhancing

and, therefore, to be filted with grace. Grace is related to

who I am and to being responsible. Grace has a liberating
aspect where responsibi I i ty is no longer understood. as a

burden but as liberating. rt is life enhancing. Grace is a

form of love and a form of harmony with ilre world.
Responsibility is liberating because it allows us t<¡ live in
a state of love and, therefore, in a state of grace.

Because one's being is centered within the process of
I ife the fact that the choices I make may wel I have I ife
destructive consequences witl not disqualify me from the
possibility of making life enhancing choices in ilre future.
The life-enhancing choice will continue to be placed in front
of me by life itself. Grace is the possibilÍty to see ilris
sacredness of I i fe and thus the cont inued poss ibi I i ty to make

the liberating choice, the life enhancing choice.

I bel i eve that Kohak and skol imorvski are correct in their

real i zat ion that the moral sense of nature must be perceived

and not just conceived as such, ilrat is, held within our

being (Kohak,. 1986: 106). There are structures that will
enablc us to transcend our curicnt limited mo¡'al sense and. I

bel ieve, these structures are reI igious in nature.
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These rel igious structures enable us to be I ife-enhancing
for they are structures found lvithin existence, within life.
They are transforming structures because they enable us to
see the universe as moral and unified. The religious sense of
I ife is a meaningfut I ife and skol imowski is right in saying

that the quest for meaning is a rel igious quest.

The funct ion of rel igion is not the propagat ion of
dogmatic statements but in co-creating a rcality which is
meaningful. In this understanding Ianguage and actions are

transcendent in that they move humanity to discover who they

are and where tliey should progress to. They point to a larger
purpose' a meaning that is found both within the individual
and the cosmos.

The rel igious sense of I i fe i s not only wi thout but al so

within. It will take courage and trust to perceive and

manifest the connection between the two, that the two âre in
fact one and the same. The ability to love is not an

impos i t i on from wi thou t but al so comes from wi thin. To see

the universe as sacred is as much a struggle without as

within. I believe that one cannot take place with out the
other. To disclose being and becoming wi thin this larger
religious perception is to clear away dogma and all other
illusions. Humans do have the ability to 'see, the sacred and

to be sacred wi thin history, Thi s, I bel i eve, should be a

function of religion.
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